MidCoast Water’s Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategy

CHAIRPERSON’S FOREWORD
It is with genuine pleasure that I present Our Water Our Future on behalf of the board of
MidCoast Water.
MidCoast Water has a strong tradition of supplying essential water and sewerage services
across the Gloucester, Great Lakes and Taree areas. Over the last seven years the Integrated
Water Cycle Management Strategy has driven that tradition.
Since 2008 we have realized many of the goals we set ourselves. Our customers have taken up
the challenge and dramatically reduced water use. MidCoast Water has built and
commissioned major water treatment plants at Bootawa and Tea Gardens. We have also
completed a number of recycled water projects that treat wastewater to be used for irrigating
farmland and public spaces.
All this and much more has been achieved in a challenging environment.
Our Water Our Future is a timely revision of our 2008 plan.
Predicting the future is difficult, particularly when we are dealing with things like climate
variability and population growth. Meeting these uncertainties requires sophisticated long
term planning underpinned by detailed forecasting.
This plan takes a long view. It integrates expertise, experience and technology with our
communities’ expectations to recalibrate our strategy for securing future water supplies.
Our Water Our Future highlights the continued importance of water conservation solutions
such as water smart appliances, rainwater tanks and leak management. These will help defer
or avert expensive infrastructure projects.
It also shows the need for more pipes, storages and treatment plants. These include the
proposed Nabiac Aquifer project that will help secure water supplies in Taree and Great Lakes.
They also include water storages for Bulahdelah, Stroud and Gloucester and a further focus on
increasing the reuse of treated wastewater.
At the same time MidCoast Water will continue our investigation of a second storage dam for
the Manning water supply scheme and look at options for indirect potable reuse of treated
wastewater.
Our Water Our Future was developed in discussion with our regulators, local councils and
most importantly our community. A dedicated team of MidCoast Water staff supported a
broad based Project Reference Group that refined the final strategy.
On behalf of MidCoast Water I want to thank everybody involved for their
enthusiastic participation and commend to you Our Water Our Future.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our Water Our Future is MidCoast Water’s Integrated Water Cycle Management strategy.
It sets out the direction for the sustainable management of water and sewer services in
our area over the next 30 years.
Our Water Our Future has been reviewed and updated in 2015 with the involvement of the
community, community representatives and organisations, regulators, and local councils.
MidCoast Water will align its projects and operations with this strategy to ensure that we
deliver water supply and sewer services affordably in line with our customer’s willingness to
pay – whilst being environmentally and socially responsible.
Our Water Our Future was first published in 2008. Since then our customers have successfully
reduced their demand for water and MidCoast Water has implemented a number of major
projects, such as the Bootawa and Tea Gardens water treatment plants, which have achieved
significant improvement to our drinking water quality. We have also participated in the
delivery of catchment improvement projects as a part of our ‘catchment to tap’ philosophy. A
healthy catchment will provide a strong foundation for the provision of safe drinking water for
years to come.
This current review has attempted to identify all the strategic and operational issues that
MidCoast Water currently faces or is predicted to happen within the next 30 years. Numerous
potential options were then considered that might address each of the issues. The potential
options were assessed on a Triple Bottom Line basis – not only financially, but against social
and environmental criteria. Finally, scenarios were assembled from the options preferred by
our community and regulators.
The most prominent issue identified in our strategy was addressing the risk to our water
supply security. Other important issues identified during the process include the related issue
of climate variability, as well as environmentally responsible effluent management and
extending water and sewer services to small towns that do not have these services.
Our Water Our Future is our blueprint for the next 30 years, where we will:
Continue our commitment to water saving through the Water Smart Rebate Program,
with particular attention to our business and institutional customers
Continue to safe drinking water in line with the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines,
overseen by NSW Health.
Increase water security for the Bulahdelah, Gloucester and Stroud water supply
schemes by constructing off-river water storage;
Increase water security for the Manning water supply scheme by completing the
Nabiac Inland Dune Aquifer water supply scheme, an alternative supply to the
Manning River, sourced from groundwater.
Investigate and implement one of the two long term water supply augmentation
options for the Manning water supply scheme – either new off river storage dam at
the Peg Leg Creek site or supplementing our water supply with purified recycled water
through an Indirect Potable Reuse scheme.
Continue to operate our recycled water schemes on farmland and public open space
in a sustainable manner and increase the volume of effluent that is reused.
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Reduce stormwater infiltration into our sewerage systems;
Provide sewer services to currently unserviced small villages, pending government
support and subsidy.
We will continue to work with our customers and community to ensure that our
water and our future are environmentally, socially and economically sustainable. The
benefits of the above activities will only be realised with continued community and
regulator involvement.

F IGURE 1 - A SUMMARY OF M ID COAST WATER’ S P ROGRESS ON THE 2008 INTEGRATED WATER C YCLE
M ANAGEMENT PLAN
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community input was crucial to the Our Water Our Future strategy and has allowed the
community and stakeholders to help shape the future of our water supply in the region.
The options you see in this report consider environmental, social and economic factors.
Community input helped us to understand how you value water, the impact that this
precious resource has on our lives, and helped us arrive at the final solutions.

The community engagement
process
Comment and feedback from the
community was sought through a range of
channels from November 2014 to October
2015.
Channels included:
Newsletter and website updates
Community information displays at
markets and libraries
Presentations to community groups
Newspaper advertisements
Media releases
Online and in person surveys
Project Reference Group
Social media
All engagement activities were supported
by a suite of information materials.
Water is never wasted; it will always be
in the cycle of life.
Comment from community member.

Project Reference Group
A Project Reference Group (PRG) was
established to help inform the Integrated
Water Cycle Management strategy. The
group included:
Representatives from our regulators,
including NSW Department of
Primary Industries Water, the NSW
EPA, and NSW Health;
Representatives from other
organisations, including business
chambers and Local Land Services;
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Community representatives,
including those representing oyster
growers and local youth
Local council representatives;
MidCoast Water councillors; and
MidCoast Water staff.
Pleased to be part of this vital resource
planning process.
Project Reference Group member

What you told us
Our community has told us that water is a
precious resource, and that climate
variability and water security are important
issues. New water storages and Indirect
Potable Reuse were the most preferred
solutions. Our community has told us that
we need to increase the level of reuse in our
area by recycling water for drinking or
increasing irrigation with recycled water or
both. Acceptance of recycled water has
increased over the past decade and is likely
to continue to increase as we realise the
value of water and the need to plan for
climate variations. Most people wanted us
to do something to service small, currently
unserviced villages to improve the
environmental and health outcomes for
those villages.
v
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WHAT IS INTEGRATED WATER CYCLE
MANAGEMENT?
Integrated water cycle management considers the water cycle as a whole and how
planning for each element of water services (drinking water, sewage, waterways,
stormwater and groundwater) can merge to provide more sustainable economic, social
and environmental outcomes.
Water is a precious resource. Every living
thing on our planet needs water to survive.
All the water that MidCoast Water delivers to
people’s taps originates from a freshwater
environment. There is a limited amount of
water in a river or groundwater aquifer at any
one time. This water is required for the
healthy functioning of ecosystems whose
plants and animals not only help to sustain
human life but have their own indisputable
right to existence. It is also shared with other
people, such as the upstream farmers who
use it for their house water, stock water, and
irrigation. Once town water has been used,
the effluent has the potential to pollute the
environment, as well as posing a significant
health hazard.
Integrated Water Cycle Management
refers to the way MidCoast Water delivers
these town water and sewer services in a
way that does not harm the environment,
and is economically and socially
responsible and sound. It means that our
communities will be able to thrive now and
into the future.
Our Water Our Future is MidCoast Water’s
Integrated Water Cycle Management
Strategy. It is an adaptable strategy for the
next 30 years which aims to ensure that:
Water is managed responsibly and
sustainably
There is sufficient quality drinking
water now and into the future
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“A sound 30-year IWCM Strategy 'right
sizes' any necessary capital works
projects and is essential for the
provision of appropriate, affordable,
cost-effective urban water services
that meet community needs and
protect public health and the
environment.
A water utility's sound 30-year IWCM
Strategy developed using a
transparent evidence based analysis in
accordance with the IWCM Check List
identifies the integrated water supply,
sewerage and stormwater scenario
that provides the best value for money
on the triple bottom line (TBL) basis of
social, environmental and economic
considerations.”
(NSW Dept. Primary Industries Water)
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All the water in the world is billions of years old – it continually cycles around and
around in a process called ‘the water cycle’. So the water you used to brush your teeth
this morning is more than four billion years old!

F IGURE 2 - THE WATER CYCLE
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WHO WE ARE
MidCoast Water is a local government authority, providing water and sewerage services
to the Great Lakes, Greater Taree and Gloucester local government areas. We are
responsible for five local water supply systems, delivering more than eight billion litres
of treated water, each year to our customers. Our waste water management networks
are also extensive, including 14 sewage treatment plants and nine water recycling
systems.
MidCoast Water’s area of operations on the
mid north coast of NSW extends from
Crowdy Head in the north to Tea Gardens in
the south and west to Gloucester – a total
area of 10,000 km2.

MidCoast Water also operates extensive
sewerage treatment networks, providing
advanced treatment of waste water before
returning to the environment, or recycling
through beneficial reuse schemes.

We provide services to some 40,000 homes
and businesses, and play a role in the
management and conservation of local
water catchment areas.

Our recycling schemes currently provide
treated water for irrigation of farm lands at
Taree, Wingham, Lansdowne, Coopernook
and Stroud and public recreation areas at
Hawks Nest, Tuncurry, Bulahdelah and
Harrington.

Our main water supply network is the
Manning Water Supply Scheme, which
serves customers from Harrington in the
north to Pacific Palms in the south and west
as far as Krambach.
Smaller water supply schemes operate at
Tea Gardens, Bulahdelah, Stroud and
Gloucester.
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As a county council, MidCoast Water is
governed by a board of six elected
representatives, drawn from our constituent
councils: Great Lakes, Greater Taree and
Gloucester. The board serves a four-year
term, under the guidance of a chairperson,
elected annually.

3

F IGURE 3 – M ID COAST WATER SERVICE AND CATCHMENT AREAS
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WHAT WE DO
MidCoast Water is responsible for supplying a reliable and healthy supply of water to
the Great Lakes region (from Tea Gardens to Tuncurry), the Greater Taree region (from
Coopernook to Hallidays Point) and the Gloucester region (Gloucester and Barrington).
MidCoast Water has five water supply
schemes - the Manning (which supplies
water from Coopernook to Pacific Palms),
Bulahdelah, Gloucester, Stroud and Tea
Gardens. The MidCoast Water service area
has more than 40 reservoirs to provide
water to 40,000 connections.
MidCoast Water operates 14 sewer
schemes, sewerage treatment plants and
associated transfer networks serving each of
the schemes.

seen in Figure 4. The growth areas are
detailed in the Mid North Coast Regional
Strategy 1 and include the growth areas of
Brimbin, a large development proposed just
north of Taree, as well as North Tuncurry
and Old Bar. Population growth is discussed
further in the section titled ‘What does the
future hold?’.

MidCoast Water is committed to reducing
the amount of effluent discharged to
natural areas by developing recycled water
schemes. We currently operate recycled
water schemes in Taree, Wingham,
Coopernook,
Lansdowne,
Stroud,
Harrington, Tuncurry, Hawks Nest and
Bulahdelah, with onsite reuse at Manning
Point, where we use the recycled water to
irrigate turf at the Manning Point sewerage
treatment plant. All biosolids (by-product
from the sewage treatment process) from
MidCoast Water’s sewage treatment plants
are beneficially reused on agricultural
properties.
MidCoast Water operates and maintains
water and sewer infrastructure in North
Karuah with water provided and sewage
treated by Hunter Water.
The water supply schemes, including the
water reservoirs and pump stations, as well
as the growth areas in our region, can be

Mid North Coast Regional Strategy. State of New
South Wales through the Department of
Planning. December 2006
1
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TABLE 1 - WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES AND SERVICE AREAS
Water Supply Schemes
Bulahdelah Water
Supply Scheme
Gloucester Water
Supply Scheme
Manning Water Supply
Scheme

North Karuah Water
Supply Scheme
Stroud Water Supply
Scheme
Tea Gardens Water
Supply Scheme
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Water Source
Crawford River

Serviced Towns and Community Systems
Bulahdelah

Barrington
River

Gloucester

Hunter Water -

Barrington
Bohnock
Bootawa
Brimbin
Coopernook
Croki
Crowdy Head
Cundle
Darawank
Dumaresq Island
Dyers Crossing
Failford
Forster
Ghinni Ghinni
Glenthorne
Green Point
North Karuah

Karuah River

Stroud and Stroud Road

Tea Gardens
Borefield

Tea Gardens and Hawks Nest

Manning River

Harrington
Hallidays Point
Jones Island
Kirrawak
Koorainghat
Krambach
Kundle Kundle
Lansdowne
Langley Vale
Manning Point
Mitchells Island
Moto
Mondrook
Nabiac
Old Bar

Oxley Island
Pacific Palms
Pampoolah
Rainbow Flat
Redhead
Smiths Lakes
Tallwoods
Tarbuck Bay
Taree South
Tinonee
Tiona
Tuncurry
Wallabi Point
Wingham

6

F IGURE 4 – M ANNING WATER SUPPLY S CHEME SERVICE AREA SHOWING GROWTH AREAS
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TABLE 2 - SEWERAGE SCHEMES AND SERVICE AREAS
Sewerage
Schemes
Bulahdelah
Sewerage Scheme
Coopernook
Sewerage Scheme
Forster Sewerage
Scheme

Recycled Water
used for
Golf course

Discharges to

Serviced Towns & Communities (Systems)

Frys Creek

Bulahdelah

Agricultural reuse

Lansdowne
River
Pacific Ocean

Coopernook

Gloucester
Sewerage Scheme
Hallidays Point
Sewerage Scheme

To be used for
agricultural reuse
Public open
spaces including
golf course and
sports fields

Harrington
Sewerage Scheme

Golf course

Hawks Nest
Sewerage Scheme

Public open
spaces including
golf course and
sports fields
Agricultural reuse

-

Forster
Green Point

Pacific Palms
Seven Mile
Beach
Gloucester and Barrington

North Karuah
Sewerage Scheme
Old Bar Sewerage
Scheme

Agricultural reuse

Stroud Sewerage
Scheme
Taree Sewerage
Scheme
Wingham
Sewerage Scheme

Agricultural reuse

Gloucester
River
Sand
exfiltration –
Hallidays Point
/ Tuncurry
Aquifer
Sand
exfiltration /
wetland
release –
Harrington
wetland
Sand
exfiltration –
North Hawks
Nest Aquifer
Lansdowne
River
Sand
exfiltration –
Manning Point
Aquifer
All effluent is
reused
Sand
exfiltration –
Old Bar Aquifer
Karuah River

Agricultural reuse

Dawson River

Taree, Taree South and Tinonee

Agricultural reuse

Manning River

Wingham

Lansdowne
Sewerage Scheme
Manning Point
Sewerage Scheme

Onsite reuse

MidCoast Water is licenced by the NSW
Government through the Environmental
Protection Authority (EPA). We hold
Environment Protection Licences for each
of our sewage treatment plants which set
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Hallidays Point
Wallamba

Nabiac

Smiths Lakes
Tarbuck Bay

Tuncurry

Harrington and Crowdy Head

Hawks Nest and Tea Gardens

Lansdowne
Manning Point and Pelican Bay

North Karuah
Old Bar and Wallabi Point
Stroud

out the conditions we must abide by. We
have to monitor water and report to them
regularly to make sure we comply with our
licence conditions Our testing results for
the EPA are available on our website.
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F IGURE 5 – M ID COAST WATER SEWER SCHEMES
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F IGURE 6 – OUR WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES
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F IGURE 7 – OUR SEWERAGE SCHEMES
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WHAT HAS BEEN ACHIEVED?
Over the past several years, we have reduced demand, constructed new water treatment
plants to ensure we consistently provide quality drinking water, constructed new
recycled water schemes to increase the percentage we recycle, reduced our greenhouse
gas emissions, and completed river bank stabilisation projects and other catchment
management projects to help improve catchment health.
In 2008, MidCoast Water developed The
Manning, Great Lakes and Karuah Sustainable
Water Cycle Management Strategy and this
strategy was delivered to the public
through the Our Water Our Future
campaign.
The 2008 strategy aimed to:
Plan for the provision of a
sustainable supply of water to meet
future
demand
and
climate
variability
Ensure an economically viable water
service business
Communicate levels of service that
match community requirements
and
Deliver the least environmental
impact solutions, while being
affordable.

The key message from 2008 was that as
a community and as individuals,
householders, businesses and families,
we must accept the need to change
the way we value – and use – water.
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The objectives of this latest iteration of Our
Water Our Future are to:
Review, identify and evaluate
catchment issues that affect and are
affected
by
MidCoast
Water
activities.
Review and update overarching
goals and principles to guide the
development of future planning
and management options.
Review, develop and evaluate
solutions that are feasible.
Define, endorse and implement a
strategy, Our Water Our Future 2045,
that will develop sustainable water
services for the communities of the
future.
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Water Conservation
MidCoast Water initiated water
conservation programs including the Water
Smart Rebate Program and the summer
water saving program. MidCoast Water has
also significantly reduced its internal water
usage, mainly by reduced volumes used for
flushing.
The Water Smart Rebate Program was
introduced in 2008 and allows MidCoast
Water customers to access up to $1500 in a
cash rebate scheme to help make their
homes more water efficient. Water efficient
devices covered by the program include:
showerheads, toilets, washing machines,
dishwashers, and rainwater tank
connections. For more information visit the
MidCoast Water website
http://www.midcoastwater.com.au/site/wat
er-smart-rebates.

MidCoast Water has invested a total of
$3.35M since the rebate program
commenced, with about 15,300 rebate
applications lodged at an average cost of
$215/application. Figure 8 shows the
breakdown of the rebates over the past
several years.

Our customers have helped us to achieve
a 20% reduction in annual water use over
the past decade or so.

This can be seen in Figure 9, which shows
the average annual water use for the
Manning scheme. Similar reductions have
occurred across all of MidCoast Water’s
supply schemes.

No. of water smart rebate applications
0

250

500

750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3250

2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
Financial
year
2010/11
2011/12

Washing machines
Rainwater tanks
Dishwashers
Toilets
Shower heads

2012/13
2013/14

F IGURE 8 - A PPLICATIONS FOR WATER SMART REBATES
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F IGURE 9 – ACTUAL ANNUAL AND PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL DEMANDS FOR THE MANNING S CHEME

Customer Service
Our customers said that they expected our
service to be reliable and consistent, to
provide safe, clean water at an affordable
price and to ensure that waste water is
responsibly managed.
Since 2008, MidCoast Water has invested
significantly
in
water
and
sewer
infrastructure including the Bootawa Water
Treatment Plant, the new Tea Gardens
Water Treatment Plant, the new Stroud
Sewerage Treatment Plant and four new
recycled
water
treatment
plants
(Bulahdelah, Harrington, Hawks Nest and
Tuncurry). These recycled water treatment
plants treat waste water to water quality
levels that deem it suitable for public open
space irrigation. These endeavours have
significantly improved water quality and
enabled beneficial reuse of recycled water.
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Project
Bootawa Water Treatment Plant

Investment
$82M

Tea Gardens Water Treatment
Plant

$16.3M

Stroud Sewerage Treatment Plant

$12.4M

4 X Recycled Water Schemes

$22M
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Water resource security &
diversity
We are adopting the principles of
Integrated Water Cycle Management by
considering all water sources (surface water,
ground water, stormwater and waste water)
in water planning. This is reflected in:
our
incentives
to
capture
stormwater via our water smart
rebates on rainwater tanks
our investment in recycled water
treatment and supply
our future plans to augment the
Manning Water Supply scheme with
groundwater from the Nabiac
Inland Dune Aquifer
planning for new off-river storages
at Gloucester, Bulahdelah and
Stroud.

Recycled Water
We have several recycling schemes
operating where the recycled water from
treated effluent is used for farm irrigation.
These schemes are in Taree, Wingham,
Coopernook, Lansdowne and Stroud.
Location

Average volume of
water recycled each
year (ML)

Taree

750

Wingham

235

Coopernook

10

Lansdowne

15

Stroud

45

Bulahdelah

45

Tuncurry

300

Harrington

30

Hawks Nest

160

Total

1590

Total volume of
effluent

6260

Percentage recycled

25%
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Our recycled water program also involves
reusing treated effluent for public open
space irrigation - such as golf courses and
sporting fields.
Public open space irrigation schemes have
been developed for four towns within our
service area - Hawks Nest, Tuncurry,
Bulahdelah and Harrington.
An average of 25% of total effluent
volume is recycled each year

Not only do these projects minimise our
impact on the environment, they also assist
us to sustainably manage our community's
water resources by beneficially using a
water resource that was previously
regarded as a waste product.
These initiatives, together with a general
increased awareness of water as a valuable
resource, have been very successful in
reducing water use in the region and has
seen MCW’s total annual supply drop over
the last 11 years. For example in 2010/11,
the demands on the Manning scheme
returned to levels not seen since the 1980’s.
These savings have enabled MCW to delay
investment in additional storage capacity
for the Manning system, and have allowed
time to consider regional long-term
sustainable water cycle management
strategies.

Groundwater
The Nabiac Inland Dune Aquifer Water
Supply System will supplement the
Manning Water Supply Scheme through
the extraction, treatment and distribution of
up to 10 million litres of water per day.
The project is a critical component within
the secure yield strategy for the Manning
water supply and offers our community
three primary benefits:
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An alternative source of potable
water supply, sharing the risk
between the Manning River and the
Nabiac Aquifer,
Increasing drought security and the
ability to meet water supply service
levels, and
Securing environmental flow for the
Manning River during low flow
episodes.

Environmental benefits
MidCoast Water has adopted a ‘catchment
to tap’ philosophy, where protecting the
source of our drinking water is embedded
in how we do business. MidCoast Water
has invested $2.2M in on ground
catchment improvements since 2010.
Some of the actions MidCoast Water is
taking to improve catchment health
include:
Undertaking on-ground projects in
priority sub-catchments such as
improving
dairy
effluent
management,
reducing the impact of cattle on
river banks with off stream watering,
fencing and revegetating river
banks
Working with partners such as
Landcare, Local Land Services, and

local councils to improve land
management in the catchment
Educating our community through
catchment health programs and
encouraging water efficiency
Conducting and commissioning
research on our rivers to enable
better management
Improving treatment processes and
reuse of waste water to minimise
pollution risk
Planting native trees to capture
carbon; which have added benefits
such as protection against erosion,
and habitat for koalas.

Social benefit
While the social benefit can be hard to
quantify, MidCoast Water has been able to
continue to provide quality drinking water
to our serviced areas with minimal time in
water restrictions.
MidCoast
Water’s
commitment
to
sustainable water cycle management
benefits the region by attracting businesses
looking for access to a secure water supply
that is unlikely to experience high level
water restrictions in the future. This will help
to create employment opportunities in the
region.

F IGURE 10 - BANK REHABILITATION WORKS ON THE BARNARD RIVER – BEFORE AND AFTER .
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OUR PROGRESS SINCE 2008
The latest review of our Integrated Water Cycle Management Plan began in 2014. Since
then, we have looked at our current and future issues, and assessed possible options to
address these issues, while considering economic, environmental and social factors.
Long term water resource management options and future solutions were developed
taking into account predicted future demands, community expectations and ecological
sustainability.
Along the way, we asked the community to provide their thoughts and preferences.
The process that we’ve followed to get here
can be seen in Figure 11. The framework
that we established at the outset of the
process brings together the elements of the
Integrated Water Cycle Management
checklist, published by DPI Water. There are
separate chapters to address various
components of the checklist, with this
strategy being one of the final chapters.

were then ruled out if they were deemed to
be technically unfeasible or unfavourable
based on the Triple Bottom Line analysis.
The remaining options were then bundled
into scenarios or solutions which could
offer a total solution to all of the identified
issues. These solutions were then further
assessed.

First, we:
looked at water cycle projections
and
population
water
use
projections for the next thirty years;
assessed our existing levels of
service, including our secure yield;
looked
at
our
operating
environment including compliance
requirements and performance; and
assessed
our
water
system
capacities and performance.

“Secure yield is defined as the highest
annual water demand that can be
supplied from a water supply
headworks system ….. The secure yield
can be increased by providing larger
storages, more water sources,
increased transfer capacities or a
combination of all three.”
- NSW Guidelines on Assuring Future
Urban Water Security

Using this information, we then gathered all
the issues together. Issues were flagged
when a ‘gap’ was found, for example, if
there was gap between annual water
demand and secure yield.
Options to address each issue were then
compiled and assessed on a Triple Bottom
Line basis; that is, taking into account
economic, social and environmental factors.
This involved estimating the costs of all the
options and allocating environmental and
social scores to each option. Some options

IWCM Strategy 2015
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9. Feasibility Review of Options

8. IWCM
Issues
Paper

10. Evaluation and Assessment
of Feasible Options

11. Development and
Assessment of IWCM Scenarios

3.2 Levels of
Service

7. Existing Urban
Water System
Capacity and
Performance
Assessment

3.1 Operating
Environment
and Compliance

4. Description of
Existing Urban
Water Services

6. 30-Year
Water Cycle
Analysis and
Projection
5. 30-Year Population
and Demographic
Projection

12. Evaluation and Ranking of
IWCM Scenarios

14. Broad
Community
Engagement
and Feedback

13. Draft IWCM Strategy

15. Final IWCM Strategy

16. Adoption of IWCM
Scenario

17.
Financial
Planning

18. Implementation of
Adopted IWCM Scenario

19. Publication of IWCM
Strategy and FP

F IGURE 11 - INTEGRATED WATER C YCLE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
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The community were asked for their input
along the way (refer to section ‘What does
the community say?’). A Project Reference
Group was also established to provide input
to the development of the Integrated Water
Cycle Management strategy. This group
consisted of:
Representatives from our regulators,
including DPI Water, the EPA, and
NSW Health;
Representatives
from
other
organisations, including business
chambers and Local Land Services;
Community
representatives,
including those representing oyster
growers, Landcare and local youth
Local council representatives;
MidCoast Water councillors; and
MidCoast Water staff.
In 2008, we estimated that if the ideas of
water efficiency and catchment
management were embraced, the capacity
of the current infrastructure in our largest
water supply scheme, the Manning scheme,
will continue to meet our needs until 2036.
Then by progressing down the path of
either indirect potable reuse, brackish
desalination or new storages, we could
secure the water resources for our
community.
During the review of Our Water Our Future,
we have discovered that the trigger point
for our long term solution is several years
earlier than previously thought. This has
been due to new ‘secure yield’ modelling
that has taken into account various climate
change scenarios. This modelling is
required by one of our regulators, DPI
Water, who also set out guidelines on how
the modelling should be done.
The latest round of modelling followed the
NSW guidelines on ‘Assuring future urban
water security’ and used 15 global climate
models which provide daily rainfall and
evapotranspiration data. These global
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climate models represent a range of
different climate scenarios and allowed us
to assess what our secure yield would look
like under various conditions.

Levels of Service
Our levels of service are a form of
agreement we have with our customers
regarding the quality of the services we
provide. Our ‘gaps’ in our levels of service
were looked at as part of the Integrated
Water Cycle Management review process.
That is, we paid particular attention to those
areas where we have not met our levels of
service and the areas where we predict we
may have trouble meeting the levels of
service in the future.
The target levels of service include:
System failures number and
frequency of failures, response time
to failures
Environmental
protection
–
compliance with EPA licences
Drinking water quality – Australian
Drinking Water Guidelines
Customer satisfaction
Catchment
protection
and
sustainability – adhering to water
sharing plans
Water restrictions – 5/10/10 rule
(see explanation below)
This Integrated Water Cycle Management
plan is mainly concerned with strategic
issues rather than day to day operational
issues; however operational issued were
considered.

Securing water supplies
The 5/10/10 rule is a water supply
headworks design rule set by one of our
regulators, DPI Water. Adhering to this
design rule is meant to ensure that:
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Water restrictions are in place for no
more than 5% of the time
Water restrictions occur on average
once every 10 years
During water restrictions, demand is
not required to be reduced by more
than 10%.

annual State of the Environment Report.
These can be found at
http://www.midcoastwater.com.au/site/stat
e-of-the-environment-reports.

The implications for MidCoast Water are
that we will require large infrastructure
investment over the coming 30 years, for
most of our water supply schemes, in order
to meet the 5/10/10 rule and ensure water
security.

drinking water compliance
customer satisfaction
volume of effluent released to
waterways and groundwater
volume of residential savings
resulting from rainwater tank
rebates
biosolids recycling
average water and sewer bills

The community has indicated that they
would be comfortable with water
restrictions that occur more frequently, for
longer periods of time and are harsher. This
means that we can postpone large
expensive infrastructure and live with the
risk of water restrictions until this
infrastructure is built; thereby deferring
significant investment and increases in
rates.

These targets allow us to track our
performance and include such indicators as:

We are already meeting our 2016 targets in
many of these areas. Several of these targets
have been reviewed as part of this
Integrated Water Cycle Management
strategy and these are detailed in the
section titled ‘Key performance indicators
and targets’.

Sustainability, catchment and
environmental protection
MidCoast Water aspires to do more than
just comply with our EPA licences. As well
as ensuring that we treat effluent to the
required quality, we manage effluent
sustainably and currently recycle
approximately 25% of all of our effluent.
We aim to increase the percentage of
effluent recycled over the coming 30 years
and we will continue our important
catchment protection works.

Key performance indicators and
targets
Each year, MidCoast Water reports progress
against key performance targets in the

IWCM Strategy 2015
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WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
Water security, sustainable effluent management, climate
variability,
changing
economic
and
regulatory
environments, and changing social values will all be
important issues over the next thirty years that we need to
consider and plan for.

Water security, population growth,
demand, sustainable effluent
management and climate variability
Pressures on our water resources and
services, arising from population growth
and climate variability, drive the rising need
to provide long term planning strategies
with the aim of attaining water security and
managing effluent sustainably. Water
sharing plans and environmental flow rules
exist to ensure that there are sufficient flows
in our rivers to maintain a healthy
environment. These rules are expected to
become more restrictive in the future as
environmental flows are rightly given more
significance.
For our region, climate variability is likely to
mean longer drought periods and more
intense storm events 2. Historically, as well as
traditional droughts, we have also
experienced water shortages due to 'wet
droughts' where raw water quality is
unsuitable for harvesting due to poor
quality. There is also the risk of coastal asset
loss due to sea level rise and storm surges.

2

Hunter & Central Coast Regional Environmental
Management Strategy. Various reports available at
http://www.hccrems.com.au/Programs/ClimateChange/Climate-Change-Resources.aspx
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“There is a need to adopt an adaptive
approach to water management that
confronts uncertainty by considering a
wider range of climate conditions than
those captured by the historical
record”
- NSW Guidelines on Assuring Future
Urban Water Security
The 2008 Integrated Water Cycle
Management strategy set out to reduce
demand through various measures,
including smart water rebates. That strategy
also estimated the future demand over 30
years, taking into account the estimated
reductions. These predictions can be seen
in Figure 9 which shows average annual
demands for the Manning scheme. The
trends within the Manning scheme are
representative of what is happening in all of
our water supply schemes. Also shown in
these figures are the actual demands over
the past 20 years and the more recent
demand forecasts.
What the graphs tell us is that the
demand reduction measures put in place
since the last Integrated Water Cycle
Management strategy have been more
successful than predicted.
For example, it was predicted that we
would currently have an average annual
demand of almost 10,000 million litres per
year; however, it is actually closer to 8,000
million litres per year.
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Although our demand has come down,
population growth, climate variability and
lower than previously thought secure
yields, mean that long term water security
solutions are still required. Further demand
reductions have a role to play; however we
have already achieved so much in that
respect and it may not be practical to aim
for further significant demand
reductions.The population forecasts for
MidCoast Water’s five water supply schemes
over the next 30 years are shown in Figure
12 to Figure 16. It can be seen that
population growth is expected to be faster
in some areas.
Predicted growth rates were sourced from
the relevant local councils and have been
applied on a town by town basis. For
example, the growth rate for the Manning
scheme is made up of the growth rates of
the towns and villages within the Manning,
such as Coopernook, Harrington, Forster
and Wingham. The growth rates used
change over time and so different growth
rates are used over the 30 year planning
horizon.

Water supply scheme

Average growth
rate used over 30
years

Manning

1.1%

Bulahdelah

0.7%

Gloucester

0.7%

Stroud

0.77%

Tea Gardens

1.85%

This strategy needs to ensure that water
supplies for these schemes are capable of
providing the estimated demands over the
coming thirty years. Accelerated population
growth, that is growth that occurs faster
than predicted, will mean that our long
term solutions and augmentations will be
required sooner than originally planned.

The identified growth areas of Brimbin,
North Tuncurry, North Hawks Nest, Tea
Gardens and Old Bar have been
incorporated into these growth rates.

IWCM Strategy 2015
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Changing economic and regulatory
environment
The past few years have seen a focus on
restructuring the local government
environment as well as the water sector.
The future will see more of this, with
possible action over the coming few years.
MidCoast Water is well placed to handle any
proposed changes.
Recent years have also seen a focus
extractive Industries in the region with the
competing industries of coal seam gas and
rural irrigation in the spotlight. MidCoast
Water will continue to play an important
role in this arena.
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Social Values
There is a global trend towards
increased community involvement
in government planning and
decision making.
Social concern about the provision
of services to areas currently not
serviced (environmental, health,
economic risks)
Financial sustainability of the
business and affordability to the
community
Changing community attitudes,
particularly concerning recycled
water.
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WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
Before any options or solutions could be provided, the issues first had to be identified.
This process involved workshops, community consultation and a desktop review. The
issues were broadly grouped into strategic and operational issues.
There were approximately 100 individual
issues identified and these included
compliance, growth and capacity issues.
The operational issues are those which can
be addressed by our day to day operations,
and our usual approach to planning, quality
and maintenance.
The strategic issues were those that require
something more than our ‘business as
usual’ in order to address them.

The Project Reference Group ranked
water security as the most important
issue to be addressed in the strategy.

for others there were only one or two
proposed solutions.
The issues that had only one viable option
to address them became part of the ‘base
scenario’, that is, they become part of the
list of things that we plan to undertake over
the next 30 years. These include plans to
reduce water use, leakage from the water
network and infiltration into our sewer
systems.
Each option was assessed on a Triple
Bottom Line basis, taking into account
economic, social and environmental factors.
In total, there were over 260 options which
needed to be assessed.

The strategic issues identified can be
grouped into the following:
Water security and secure yield
Effluent management
Climate variability
Compliance
Unserviced communities
Water quality and catchment
management
Leakage and infiltration
Condition of major assets
A full list of the issues is shown in ‘Appendix
1 – Issues identified during the strategy review
process’.

Review of options
Once the issues were compiled, options to
address each issue were identified. For
some issues, there were several options and
IWCM Strategy 2015
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Some were eliminated early based on a
feasibility analysis. A Project Reference
Group workshop was held to help
determine feasibility of the identified
options.
Approximately 200 options then went
through to a further round of analysis. This
involved cost estimates, scoring on social
and environmental factors, and comparing
options based on value and cost-benefits.
This process narrowed down the options
and allowed for the next step in the
process.

At this stage, centralised stormwater
harvesting for drinking was ruled out due to
impracticality and expense. Collecting and
treating stormwater to drinking water
standards would require extensive and
expensive capital works and ongoing costs.
The options summary in Table 3 shows the
main options that were retained and ruled
out after the feasibility and Triple Bottom
Line analyses.

TABLE 3 – O PTIONS SUMMARY
Options retained

Options ruled out

Indirect potable reuse for the Manning scheme

Brackish desalination as a long term solution for
the Manning scheme

New storage dam for the Manning scheme

New ocean outfall or river release for the Old Bar
Effluent Management Scheme

Reducing water use through various means

Indirect potable reuse for Stroud, Bulahdelah and
Gloucester water supply schemes

Stormwater harvesting for irrigation

Third pipe reuse schemes
Stormwater harvesting for drinking

IWCM Strategy 2015
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WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS?
The remaining options were bundled together to form
several solutions or scenarios. These were grouped into
four sets – the base scenario, the water scenarios, the
sewer scenarios and the small village scenarios.
The ‘base scenario’ involves all the things we plan to
undertake over the next 30 years – like reducing water use,
reducing stormwater infiltration, continuing to undertake
catchment management projects, continuing our recycled
water schemes, and constructing water storages at
Bulahdelah, Stroud and Gloucester. The components of the
base scenario are listed in more detail in Appendix 2.
A summary of the other scenarios, including a description,
the Typical Residential Bill value and the Project Reference Group Workshop 1, environmental
and social scores, is shown in Table 5.
Selecting one scenario from each of the
water, sewer and small village scenarios will
provide a total solution to ensure that all
identified issues are addressed.

The Typical Residential Bill is an
indicator used to represent the
average annual water and sewer cost
for households.

The ranking of the scenario combinations,
based on Triple Bottom Line analysis, is
shown in Table 4
TABLE 4 - COMBINED WATER AND SEWER SCENARIO SOCIAL AND E NVIRONMENTAL TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE
RANKING

Low reuse

Mid-level
reuse

High-level
reuse

IPR

New storage

5

4

2

-

Desalination

7

6

3

-

IPR

-

-

-

1

Triple Bottom Line is a method of
analysis that looks at social,
environmental and economic factors. It
is sometimes referred to as the three Ps
– people, planet and profit.
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TABLE 5 - RAW SCENARIO T YPICAL RESIDENTIAL BILL COSTS AND E VALUATION SCORES
Label

Scenario
group

Scenario

W1

Water

More Storage

W2

Water

Desalination

S1

Sewer

Low Reuse (25%)

S2

Sewer

Medium Reuse
(30%)

S3

Sewer

High Reuse
(45%)

W3
/ S4

Water &
sewer

Indirect Potable
Reuse (65%)

V1

Small
villages

Small villages
remain
unserviced

V2

Small
villages

Provide Sewer to
Small Villages

V3

Small
villages

Provide Water
and Sewer to
Small Villages

Scenario Description

A new dam at Peg Leg
Creek
Brackish desalination at
Bootawa
Business as usual –
existing level of reuse
Expansion of agricultural
reuse in Taree area
Expansion of agricultural
reuse in Taree,
Lansdowne, Old Bar and
Bulahdelah. Additional
public space irrigation at
several locations.
Injection of recycled
water into the Nabiac
aquifer
Undertake planning
only for the servicing of
small villages
(implementation outside

TRB
2045$

PRG1
Key
Issue
Score

Env
Score

Social
Score

Envl +
Social
Score

917

41.74

-4.174

16.69

13

865

-8.35

-121

0

-121

865

4.561

2.8503

1.14

4

918

44.69

27.931

11.17

39

939

194.2

123.58

87.24

211

1803

281.7

125.45

167.1

293

0

-1.76

-1.285

-2.09

-3

35

3.011

1.3384

3.681

5

70

4.53

-0.028

6.717

7

the 30 year planning
horizon)

Implement sewer
systems only in small
villages
Implement sewer and
water systems in small
villages

*This score comparison should be considered as combined water and sewer scenarios and small
village scenarios. This comparison was presented in Table 4.
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WHAT DOES THE COMMUNITY SAY?
Throughout the Integrated Water Cycle Management strategy review process, the
community were asked for their input. We asked how water is valued, what were the
important issues and what are the preferred solutions to the issues.

Project Reference Group
The Project Reference Group included
community representatives, regulators,
local councils as well as MidCoast Water
staff and councillors. The group met to
undertake a total of three workshops where
the Integrated Water Cycle Management
issues, options and solutions were tabled
and discussed.
The first Project Reference Group workshop
helped to identify issues facing our area
over the coming 30 years and the issues
that are important to our community.

scheme, was not preferred and only
garnered minimal support at the Project
Reference Group workshop. Indirect
Potable Reuse and Peg Leg Dam were the
preferred
solutions.
The
social,
environmental and legislative constraints
associated with both of these solutions
were identified during the process and
reiterated by the Project Reference Group. It
was generally agreed at the final Project
Reference Group workshop that the analysis
undertaken to date provides a platform for
further investigations into these two
preferred
options
allowing
further
refinement of their respective scope, costs
and constraints.

The Project Reference Group
identified water security as the
most the important issue we
will face over the next 30 years.

The second Project Reference Group
workshop focused on the many and varied
options available to address the issues in
the first phase of the strategy review. These
options were assessed on a Triple Bottom
Line basis, with some being ruled out at this
stage.
The final Project Reference Group workshop
focused on the scenarios mentioned in the
previous section. Preference for the various
scenarios closely followed the way that the
community preferenced the scenarios.
Brackish desalination, as a solution for long
term water security for the Manning
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Community feedback
Extensive feedback was sought from the
wider community to inform each PRG
meeting and the formulation of scenarios.
Comments were collected and surveys
undertaken by over 1000 people through
the course of the year. Information from
MidCoast Water’s 2014 customer service
level survey with almost 2500 respondents
was also used. Significantly, this survey
included questions about pricing and
answers suggested that a midpoint of
pricing had been achieved and the current
pricing was ‘about right’.
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Feedback summary
In the issues phase, clean and safe drinking
water, and protection of the environment
came out as the clear priorities of our
community. Water efficiency was also
supported.
In the options phase, respondents told us
that stormwater harvesting, new dams, and
indirect potable reuse were their top three
preferences, with desalination coming
down the list under direct potable reuse.
They indicated that reusing our waste water
in some form was strongly supported, with
expanding public open space use,
greywater, third pipe, and indirect potable
reuse the top four preferences.
“The point is to be sustainable, we
need to try and use, reuse and recycle
as much as possible, reduce energy
demand and extract the least amount
possible from the environment while
still retaining socio-economic viability
for our community.”
Community comment
In the scenarios phase, many of the
previous comments and requests of the
community had been considered in
developing the ‘base scenario’, and the
community were provided with the
opportunity to comment on a survey with
the same questions as those presented to
the PRG. The preference was for an indirect
potable reuse solution (45% in favour) for
both water and sewer scenarios. The
second most favoured water solution was
construction of new water storages (36%),
with brackish water desalination least
popular (20%).

F IGURE 17 – COMMUNITY PREFERENCE FOR WATER
SCENARIOS

The community supports a high level of
effluent reuse, with 29% favouring the
highest non-drinking level of reuse and 20%
supporting a moderate increase. This makes
94% of respondents in favour of some level
of increased reuse.
“The more we can recycle the better”
Community comment

Figure 17 to Figure 19 summarise the
results from the scenarios phase of
community consultation.
F IGURE 18 – COMMUNITY PREFERENCE FOR SEWER
SCENARIOS
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The community at large indicated support
for providing both water and sewer services
to unserviced small villages (43%), while
33% supported the provision of sewer only.
A small number of people from those small
villages responded to the survey, with half
of them indicating a preference for sewer
only, and a third requesting water and
sewer services.

Community preference was generally in line
with the environmental scores for each
scenario. This can be seen in Figure 20,
which shows the community support as a
percentage and as well as
the
environmental score for each scenario.
Community preference for the water and
sewer
scenarios
increases
as
the
environmental scores increase. There is not
a
significant
spread
across
the
environmental scores for the small village
scenarios. Nonetheless, the community
supports providing services to small
villages.

Feedback on the Draft Integrated
Water Cycle Management
Strategy

F IGURE 19 – COMMUNITY PREFERENCE FOR SMALL
VILLAGE SCENARIOS
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The Draft Integrated Water Cycle
Management Strategy was placed on
display from 17 December 2015 to 26
February 2016. Five written submissions
from the public and two from our
regulators were received. A summary of this
feedback and how it has been addressed
can be seen in Appendix 3.
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F IGURE 20 – COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND E NVIRONMENTAL SCORE FOR SCENARIOS
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WHAT IS OUR PLAN FOR THE FUTURE?
Our Water Our Future provides a sustainable strategic plan for our community. The way
forward involves:
Reducing water use
Ensuring water quality
Securing water supplies
Recycling and effluent management
Servicing small villages

IWCM Strategy 2015
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Our Water Our Future is intended to be an adaptable plan that is reviewed every four years,
with a major review every eight years. This will ensure that changes to population predictions,
climate predictions, operating environments and new technologies can be incorporated into
our Integrated Water Cycle Management strategy.

F IGURE 21 – INTEGRATED WATER C YCLE PLAN STRATEGY TIMELINE
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Reducing water use
Reducing demand is important to MidCoast Water
and has a role to play in providing some water
security. Further reductions in water demand will
have some benefit in postponing the need for
expensive capital works to secure our water supplies.
MidCoast Water is committed to reducing demand as far
as practicable and there are many options available that
can help to achieve this.
Continuation of the smart water rebate scheme
including rebates for rainwater tanks.
Community education on the efficient use of
water and ways to reduce household and
business demand.
Consideration of changes to pricing including tariff pricing
Behavioural change programs
Smart meters to help reduce leaks and reduce demand slightly
The targeting of high water users to help them reduce demand
Reducing the number of leaks within the water supply system
Reducing pressure in water supply systems, where appropriate
Substitution of stormwater for some drinking water. E.g., for the irrigation of some
public open spaces.
Water use per household has decreased over the past decade and this trend can be seen in
Figure 22. While the reductions in demand have tapered off recently, we can still do more to
reduce water use.
Manning Scheme
Tea Gardens Scheme
Bulahdelah Scheme
Stroud Scheme
Gloucester Scheme
North Karuah Scheme
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F IGURE 22 – A NNUAL RESIDENTIAL WATER USE FOR EACH SCHEME OVER THE PAST DECADE.
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Water Smart Rebates
MidCoast Water has been offering water
smart rebates to customers since 2008.
Rebates are available for rainwater tanks,
dual flush toilets, and water efficient
dishwashers, shower heads and washing
machines. These rebates encourage water
efficiency and help households and
businesses to reduce their water use.
Over 13,000 households have taken
advantage of the rebates since they were
introduced, which has helped to reduce
water consumption across MidCoast
Water’s service area. Last financial year,
approximately 912 households benefited
from our water smart rebate program at a
cost of $156k at an average payment of
about $170 per household.
On average, households that have made
use of the water smart rebate program
have reduced their water consumption
from 185 kL/year to 167 kL/year, or by
10%.

have already taken advantage of the
scheme.
Subsequently, the amounts available under
the rebates were reduced a few years ago,
as it had appeared that we had reached
most of those interested in the rebates. All
rebates except for those available for
rainwater tanks were reduced. Other water
authorities have ceased their rebate
schemes all together, as they are no longer
seeing value in providing the rebates.
Water saving will be supported where the
benefit exceeds the costs. The main
benefits of increased water saving are
delaying the costs of future augmentation
and lower operating costs.
We will continue to promote our water
smart rebate scheme and provide our water
smart rebates to our customers to help
them reduce their water use, thereby saving
our precious resource.

Target
We will aim to provide at least
800 residential smart water
rebates per year to help those
households reduce their water
use by at least 10%

The number of households applying for
water smart rebates has been decreasing
each year. There was initially good uptake of
the rebates in the early years of the scheme,
with the number of rebate applications
each year decreasing over time. This has
been experienced by other water
authorities. It is thought that the majority of
the households that are interested in and
capable of improving their water efficiency
IWCM Strategy 2015
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Rainwater tanks
Rainwater tanks are very popular with the
community and this was made clear to us in
each phase of consultation throughout the
past year. And with good reason On average, households that have
installed rainwater tanks under the
water smart rebate program have
reduced their water consumption by
30%.

Rainwater tanks are also installed on new
homes under the BASIX scheme.
Approximately 30 million litres of
drinking water is being saved each year
due to the installation of over 500
rainwater tanks under the water smart
rebate scheme.
The amount of drinking water savings
achieved by rainwater tanks will normally
be less in dry years when there is less rainfall
to capture.

the rainwater capture and end-use
connections are installed and maintained,
and the owner’s willingness and ability to
use the system as intended, and to pay for
repairs when required.
The performance of rainwater tanks is
reduced by poor installation and
inadequate maintenance, such as blocked
gutters and failed pumps. Although there is
limited data on the performance of
rainwater tanks, particularly for systems
beyond a few years old, it has been
estimated that over half rainwater tanks are
fully functional.
If rainwater tanks were to be the total
solution, then everyone property would
require a tank of at least 45,000L. This is not
practical or feasible due to space
requirements and the costs involved in
retrofitting such large tank in built up areas.
Nonetheless, rainwater tanks are a great
solution, especially on the coast where
rainfall is usually relatively high.

Target
“Encourage residences and businesses
to collect their own water off roof
tops.”
Community comment

We will aim to provide at least
25 rainwater tank rebates per
year to help those households
reduce their water use by
approximately 30%

The effectiveness of rainwater tanks relies
on a number of factors, including how well
Although rainwater tanks and
stormwater harvesting can reduce
the overall demand on a water
supply system, they may not be
able to provide significant water
savings during a drought.
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providing information on how to look after
our systems and our environment. Our
website provides much information on
water efficiency and we also send out
educational information with our quarterly
water bills.
The more we can make people aware of
how to be water efficient, how reduce
water use and the benefits of doing so, the
less water we need to source from our
rivers and groundwater systems.

Education
MidCoast Water will continue to provide
education on saving water to households,
schools,
tourists
and
the
general
community.
Each year we visit preschools, primary
schools and high schools to promote
saving water and water efficiency, as well as
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Changes to water pricing over the past
decade or so have helped people to
recognise the economic value of water.
Rural water users have always valued their
water and there is often a ‘disconnect’
between urban water users and their rural
counterparts. Continued education on
reducing water use can help to bridge this
disconnect.
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Smart Meters
Smart meters are water meters that can
collect and relay real time water use data.
That is, they can allow households and
MidCoast Water to see how much water is
being used at any one time.
Smart meters can be used to reduce leaks
and to reduce water use. Even small leaks
can be detected readily by the
householder. Water use can be reduced as
residents gather information on how much
water each of their household activities is
using, and then targeting particular
activities.
It has been estimated that the use of smart
meters can reduce water use by 5%.

Target
We will aim to install smart
meters across one of our
schemes or sub-schemes as a
trial to reduce demand for that
scheme by 5%

In addition to reducing leaks and water use,
smart meters have the benefit of being able
to provide a more informative and accurate
bill to customers.

Targeting high water users
If our highest 30 public water users reduced
their water use by 5%, this would save 20
million litres of water each year. Water
audits can provide information and advice
to water users on the areas they can reduce
water use and the methods they can use to
achieve lower water use.
The largest water users are caravan parks
and local councils. By implementing better
irrigation infrastructure, these customers
can make a significant impact on their
water use.

Target
We will aim to undertake water
audits on the top 30 water
users and assist them with
business cases to help them to
reduce their water use

There are smart meters available which
require an addition only to existing water
meters. This means that we do not have to
replace water meters to turn them into
smart meters.
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Leakage and Pressure
Management
Each year, a proportion of our treated water
is lost through leaks in the water
distribution systems. Leakage management
and pressure reduction programs can help
to reduce the volume of water lost due to
leaks.
No water supply system is absolutely water
tight and it is expected that there would be
a certain amount of leakage in any system,
with 12% being an acceptable level of
leakage.
The age and condition of mains
infrastructure, as well as pressure in the
system, are the main contributing
factors that cause leaks.

Leakage in the Tea Gardens system
has declined over the past few years
with pressure reduction. Ten years
ago, leakage was approximately 14%
and it is now 8.3% after the
introduction of a pressure reduction
valve.

Target
We will aim to reduce leakage
to less than 10% of total water
supplied for the Gloucester
and Manning water supply
schemes by 2045

Some of our water supply systems are
leakier than others and some are losing
water at an increasing rate each year.
Pressure
management
or
pressure
reduction can be used to lower high
pressures in a water distribution system to a
level which is still sufficient to deliver water
to people’s homes, but is not so high so as
to cause excessive and unnecessary leaks.
Replacing aging pipes can also help to
reduce leaks.
Over the past few years, leakage
from the Gloucester system has
increased from 10% to 13%.
Leakage in the Manning system is at
approximately 11% and has been
increasing over the past decade.
The Bulahdelah system is the best
performer of the five supply
schemes
with
leakage
of
approximately 3%.
Over the past decade, the average
leakage rate of the Stroud system is
9%.
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Stormwater
Stormwater harvesting proves popular
amongst the community and its easy to see
why – it is a way to make use of a resource
that is usually just collected and channelled
(via gutters and stormwater pipes), with
some treatment, into water ways for
disposal.
Rainwater tanks are the most common form
of stormwater harvesting. Centralised
stormwater harvesting systems are much
less common due to their expense.
Harvesting stormwater for drinking involves
constructing very large storages, treatment
plants and many pumps and pipes to
transfer the untreated and treated water
around the system.

pesticides, fertilisers and microorganisms
from pet droppings. Harvesting stormwater
for drinking was found to be cost
prohibitive for our area. However,
improvements in technology and cost
reductions may make this option more
viable in the future.
Stormwater harvesting can be more viable
when it is not for drinking purposes and if
done on a smaller scale. There are several
opportunities throughout our service area
for reusing stormwater for irrigation.
MidCoast Water does not own or operate
the stormwater systems in our service area;
this is undertaken by the local councils.
There are opportunities for MidCoast Water
to work together with the councils to
explore and assess stormwater reuse
options.

Target
We will liaise with local
councils and investigate
options for stormwater
harvesting for irrigation of
public open spaces
People often have the perception that
stormwater is ‘clean’ and doesn’t require
much treatment to make it suitable for
drinking. However, it actually requires a high
level of treatment to bring it up to drinking
water
quality.
Stormwater
contains
petrochemicals and other pollutants
washed in from roadways, as well as
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Ensuring water quality
Water quality improvements in our water supply
areas have progressively been delivered over the last
10 years. MidCoast Water works to ensure the quality
of the water that reaches our taps, as well as the
quality of water in our catchments.

Water Quality
MidCoast Water will continue to provide
quality drinking water in accordance with
our Drinking Water Quality Management
Plans.
Water supply systems have a set of
standards to maintain. These standards are
set out in the Australian Drinking Water
Guidelines. MidCoast Water has to make
regular checks to ensure it meets the
requirements.

reservoirs and from customers’ garden
taps.
Drinking water is tested daily for fluoride
and chlorine levels. Each week, water is
tested for pH, turbidity, temperature,
conductivity, aluminium, iron, manganese
and E Coli. More extensive tests are carried
out regularly for extra metals, nutrients and
disinfection by-products. The frequency of
these tests depends on the size of the
water supply system.
The information gained from the tests
helps to build up a history of how healthy
our water supply is.
We have improved water quality in the
Manning, Bulahdelah and Tea Gardens
Schemes over the past several years. Over
the next few years, we plan to improve
water quality in the Gloucester scheme
with the upgrade of the Gloucester Water
Treatment Plant and improvements to the
Gloucester water distribution system.

Apart from the daily operational testing
that takes place at all our water treatment
plants, water samples are taken, each week,
from water supply sources, such as weirs
and rivers. They are also collected from
storage areas, such as dams and water
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Catchment Management
Catchment management is an
important part of the ‘catchment to
tap’ philosophy. If we look after our
drinking water catchments, we can
help to ensure quality source water
and help to maintain a sustainable
environment.

Catchment management is about more
than improving the quality of the water in
the rivers. MidCoast Water supports several
programs to assist farmers improve their
management practices. Our funding has
been able to provide a mixture of on
ground projects - such as restricting stock
access to waterways, providing off-stream
shade and water and relocation of
laneways and creek crossings - and farm
planning and nutrient management. We
have undertaken these types of works in
the Karuah, Crawford, Manning and
Barrington River catchments.

The Manning catchment, in particular, is
very large and much of it falls outside of
our local government areas. We will liaise
with these councils, including Tamworth
Regional and Walcha Councils, regarding
catchment management activities.
Working to reduce turbidity in the rivers in
our drinking water catchments is a part of
the ‘catchment to tap’ philosophy. Over
the coming years, we will work to establish
long term catchment management water
quality monitoring programs as a way to
measure our success in this area.

Target
We will establish a long term
catchment management water
quality monitoring program to
look at reducing average
turbidity in our rivers.

MidCoast Water will continue working in
our
catchments,
which
includes
continuing to be at the table on issues
around coal seam gas and mining impacts,
and supporting farmers to improve their
management practices.
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Securing water supplies
Ensuring that we have enough water to meet
demand, now and into the future, is vital. The
reliability of our future supplies will be influenced
by climate variability, the amount of water storage
we have, and the demand for water.
Securing our water supplies (water security) was
identified by the Project Reference Group as the
primary issue that needs to be addressed in the
Integrated Water Cycle Management strategy review.
Given the importance of water security, it is pertinent
that before we commit to a long term solution, that
each prospective solution is fully investigated to a
suitable level.
Feasibility and Triple Bottom Line analyses steered us towards the long-term water security
solutions for Bulahdelah, Stroud and Gloucester; additional off-stream storage. New large
storages were found to be the optimal solution for these water supply schemes on the basis
of technical, environmental, social and economic analyses.
Our surveys have shown that water restrictions are generally accepted by the community and
so a lower level of service, in terms of secure yield, will be our strategy until the long-term
solutions are implemented. Reducing water use and demand on our systems will also help to
increase water security and defer expensive long-term solutions.

Secure Yield and Climate
Variability
Climate variability will have impacts on
our future water security. Periods of
drought may be longer and closer
together, and rainfall events are likely
to be more intense and sporadic.
Based on secure yield modelling, the long
term solution for the Manning scheme is
required by approximately 2030. This result
has effectively brought forward the
threshold date by 6 years from 2036 as
previously forecast in MidCoast Water’s
Sustainable Water Cycle Management
Strategy in 2008.
A reduced level of service (the risk of longer
and more frequent water restrictions)
during the period up until the long-term
water security solution is delivered may be
experienced. Our customers have indicated
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that they are comfortable with the risk of
increased restrictions. This together with
the large expenses of constructing the
long-term solutions, are why we have
decided to postpone implementing these
solutions until secure yield is 75% of
demand. That is, as a community, we are
comfortable with the possibility of more
restrictions up until the point where the
secure yield can provide for ¾ of our annual
demand.
For the Manning scheme, this will mean a
shortfall in secure yield of approximately 1
gigalitre (or 1000 million litres), once the
Nabiac Scheme is commissioned, or 12% of
annual demand. The shortfall is the
difference between the annual demand
and the calculated secure yield. The
implications are that, in the worst case
scenario such as a severe drought, we
would not be able to supply water without
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‘breaking’ the 5-10-10 rule. That is, we would
need to implement water restrictions for
longer than 5% of the time, more often
than 10% of years and/or require a
reduction in water use greater than 10%.
For the Bulahdelah, Stroud and Gloucester
schemes, the situation would be similar, in
that until off stream storage is constructed,
there would be shortfall between secure
yield and demand. The Tea Gardens
scheme does not experience any secure
yield issues.

stream
storages,
will
depend
on
affordability and strategic risk assessments.
Although, cost estimates and Triple Bottom
Line
assessments
were
undertaken
throughout this review, they are preliminary
only and a business case will need to be
developed for each solution.

The timing of each of the long term water
security solutions has been based on secure
yield triggers (explained in the following
sections). The implementation of the large
secure yield solutions, such as the off-

Bulahdelah
We are planning for an additional 100 million litres of raw water storage at Bulahdelah.
TABLE 6 – BULAHDELAH WATER SUPPLY SCHEME
Current situation

Raw water is sourced from the Crawford River Weir; a 228 ML onriver storage. This supplies a secure yield of 118 ML/year. This may
decrease to 82 ML/year following 1°C of warming.

Description of solution

1x 100ML off-river storage with a possible 3rd towards the end of the
30 year planning horizon

Towns supplied

Bulahdelah

Potential additional yield
per year

125 ML

Timing

1 x 100ML storage dam in 2023.
Possible additional 50ML storage in approximately 2043.

Benefits

Once 100ML of additional storage is constructed, there will be
additional secure yield of 125 ML/year. When 1°C of warming is
modelled, this decreases to 115 ML/year.
The 100ML storage will lessen the risk of severe water restrictions
and will secure the water supply for Bulahdelah.

Issues

Some risk of severe water restrictions until storage dams are
constructed. The existing secure yield does not meet the current
and future demands. The current situation carries a high risk of not
being able to supply water during a drought period.

We may also require an additional 50ML of storage in about 30 years’ time; however this will
depend on population growth and the demand for water in Bulahdelah. Figure 23 shows the
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estimated secure yield and water demand in millions of litres per year. The ‘steps’ in the blue
secure yield line show the increases in secure yield when each storage dam is implemented.
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F IGURE 23 – SECURE YIELD FOR THE BULAHDELAH WATER SUPPLY SCHEME

Gloucester
We are planning for additional storage at Gloucester with a 50ML sedimentation lagoon at the
water treatment plant in the next few years and then 250ML of off-stream storage in
approximately 2037. The main purpose of the sedimentation lagoon will be to improve water
quality; however it will have the added benefit of increasing secure yield.
TABLE 7 – GLOUCESTER WATER SUPPLY SCHEME
Current situation

Raw water is sourced from the Barrington River. The existing secure
yield is 576 ML/year and this is based solely on the volume in
MidCoast Water’s extraction licence. However, this secure yield relies
on the ‘run of the river’ and there is only approximately four days
storage in the existing reservoirs. There is a risk of not being able to
supply water during a drought period.

Description of solution

Additional 300 ML of storage in total

Towns supplied

Gloucester and Barrington

Potential additional yield
per year

Sedimentation lagoon will add almost 200ML/year to secure yield
and 250ML off-stream storage will add over 300 ML/year
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Timing

50ML sedimentation lagoon in 2017 and 250ML off-stream storage
in 2037

Benefits

The additional storage will lessen the risk of severe water restrictions
and will secure the water supply for Gloucester.

Issues

Some risk of severe water restrictions until additional storages are
constructed. The secure yield relies on the ‘run of the river’ and
there is a risk of not being able to supply water during a drought
period.

There have been no historical records of
zero flow at the Forbesdale river flow
gauging station, with the lowest flow
recorded of 6 ML/d. However due to
extraction from the Barrington River for
irrigation there is the potential to stop the
flow of the Barrington River at the water
treatment plant extraction point.
There is currently an agreement between
MidCoast Water and the Barrington
Irrigators Group that extraction for irrigation
will cease when the river flow is <15 ML/d at
the Forbesdale river flow gauging station.
This is undertaken on a voluntary basis to
protect town water supply.
There is a Water Sharing Plan for the
Manning catchment, which will apply on
the Barrington River, which would see cease
to pump rules implemented at the 98%ile,
once off-stream storage is constructed. This
will not apply when the sedimentation
lagoon is constructed
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Allowing for future pumping
constraints for environmental flows
and turbidity, a total storage size of
300 ML is required in order to meet
secure yield for the next 30 years. The
current demand for the Gloucester
scheme has been estimated to be 375
ML. The future 2045 demand for the
Gloucester scheme has been estimated
to be 435 ML.
Figure 24 shows the secure yield and
annual demand for the Gloucester water
supply scheme. There are two ‘secure yield’
lines shown; one representing the secure
yield based on our extraction licence and
the other showing the secure yield based
on real risk (there is currently no storage in
the system except for the reservoirs in
town). The ‘steps’ in the lower blue secure
yield line show the increases in secure yield
when each storage is implemented.
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Stroud
We are planning for an additional 150 ML of raw water storage at Stroud by constructing
100ML in the next few years and then another of 50ML in about 20 years. The need for the
additional 50ML storage in 2035 will be dependent on population and demand and will be
reassessed in the future.
TABLE 8 – S TROUD WATER SUPPLY SCHEME
Current situation

Raw water is sourced from the Karuah River and utilises an offstream 50ML storage. This supplies a secure yield of 84 ML/year.
This may decrease to 78 ML/year following 1°C of warming.

Description of solution

3 x 50ML off-river storages in stages

Towns supplied

Stroud and Stroud Road

Potential additional yield
per year

83 ML for the first 100ML storage
47 ML for the 50ML storage

Timing

1 x 100ML (or 2 x 50ML) storage dam in 2017 and 1 x 50ML storage
dam in 2035 (this later storage dam will be required depending
population growth and demand).

Benefits

Once 100ML of additional storage is constructed, there will be
additional secure yield of 83 ML/year. The 100ML storage will lessen
the risk of severe water restrictions and will secure the water supply
for Stroud and Stroud Road.

Issues

Some risk of severe water restrictions until storage dams are
constructed. The existing secure yield does not meet the current
and future demands. The current situation carries a high risk of not
being able to supply water during a drought period.
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Figure 25 shows the estimated secure yield and water demand in millions of litres per year.
The ‘steps’ in the blue secure yield line show the increases in secure yield when each storage
dam is implemented.
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F IGURE 25 – SECURE YIELD FOR THE S TROUD WATER SUPPLY SCHEME

Tea Gardens
The Tea Gardens Water Supply Scheme has sufficient secure yield and so has no water
security issue.
TABLE 9 – TEA GARDENS W ATER SUPPLY SCHEME
Current situation

Raw water is sourced from the Tea Gardens aquifer. Secure yield is
1642 ML/year and estimated annual demand in the year 2045 is
1016 ML/year.

Description of solution

No secure yield solution required

Towns supplied

Tea Gardens and Hawks Nest

North Karuah
Water for the North Karuah Scheme is supplied by Hunter Water and MidCoast Water will
continue to manage the North Karuah scheme.
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The Manning Scheme
The Manning Water Supply Scheme is
MidCoast Water’s largest water supply
scheme and serves the majority of our
population. There currently is a large
deficit between annual demand and
secure yield.
MidCoast Water currently sources water via
Bootawa Dam which sources water from
the Manning River. This supply will be
complimented with supply from the Nabiac
Borefield in 2018 which will supply the
Manning with an average of additional 8 ML
per day from the Nabiac Inland Dune
Aquifer.
Further reductions in water demand and
improvements in operational efficiencies
will have some benefit in deferring the
need for large capital investments in water
security and improving their affordability.
However, as the planning processes for

such augmentations will be substantial,
additional focus on these activities will be
required in coming years.
These planning processes for the Manning
will need to look beyond the 30 year
planning horizon. This is necessary as the
options (Indirect Potable Reuse or Peg Leg
Creek Dam) for augmentation from 2030 on
will rely on large investments which will be
financed over a long period and, in the case
of the Peg Leg Dam solution, will have
design lives of greater than 30 years.
Securing our water supply for the
Manning will have the added benefit of
allowing us to move to a more
sustainable extraction regime for the
Manning River.

TABLE 10 – MANNING WATER SUPPLY S CHEME
Current situation

Raw water is sourced from the Manning River and utilises Bootawa
Dam, an off-stream 2275ML storage. This supplies a secure yield of
1730 ML/year. The current annual demand is 7,861 ML.

Description of solution

Additional supply from the Nabiac Borefield which will supply the
Manning with an average of additional 8 ML per day from the
Nabiac Inland Dune Aquifer.
An additional solution will be required by 2030 – this will be either
Indirect Potable Reuse (injecting recycled water into the aquifer) or
a new off-river storage dam at Peg Leg Creek.

Towns supplied

From Coopernook in the north to Pacific Palms in the south to
Krambach in the west.

Potential additional yield
per year

The Nabiac Borefield will increase the secure yield to 4,650 ML/year
or 4,559 ML/year if 1°C of warming is modelled.
Making changes to the way Bootawa Dam is managed by relaxing
the phosphorous constraint will add approximately 1,000 ML/year
to secure yield.
The IPR or new storage dam will add sufficient secure yield to cater
for annual demands into the future (future 2045 demand for the
Manning scheme has been estimated to be 11,607 ML)

Timing

The Nabiac Water Supply Scheme is planned to be commissioned
in 2018. The changes to the management of Bootawa Dam will be
implemented immediately.
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The long-term solution for the Manning scheme will be required by
2030.
Benefits

The implementation of the Nabiac scheme will lessen the risk of
severe water restrictions and ensure that water supplies are
diversified by providing a second water source.
The future long-term solution will secure the water supply for the
entire Manning scheme. Securing our water supply for the Manning
will have the added benefit of allowing us to move to a more
sustainable extraction regime for the Manning River.

Issues

Some risk of severe water restrictions until the Nabiac scheme is
constructed. The existing secure yield does not meet the current
and future demands. The current situation carries a high risk of not
being able to supply water during a drought period.

Figure 26 shows the estimated secure yield and water demand in millions of litres per year.
The ‘steps’ in the blue secure yield line show the increases in secure yield when the Nabiac
scheme is implemented and when the long-term solution is implemented in around 2030.
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F IGURE 26 – SECURE YIELD FOR THE MANNING WATER SUPPLY SCHEME

Contingency Plans
Contingency plans will be required for
emergency situations. For example, if there
is a severe drought and we have not
implemented one of the long term
solutions for the Manning scheme. These
plans will be developed and this is likely to
involve planning for a temporary
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emergency desalination
Manning Scheme.

unit

for

the

Although brackish desalination is currently
ruled out as a permanent long term
solution, it is feasible as an emergency
contingency solution.
The Water Sharing Plan for the Manning
River needs to be considered in the
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desalination option as it guides limits on
extraction between the tidal limit and the
limit at mangrove populations exist.

Bootawa Dam and Water
Treatment Plant
The Bootawa Dam and water treatment
plant will continue to operate in much the
same way as it does now. However, there
will be a change to the operation and
management in the form of a more relaxed
phosphorous constraint.

footprint to mitigate further ecological
impacts where possible.

Nabiac Water Supply Scheme
We plan to construct the Nabiac water
treatment plant which will treat water
drawn from the Nabiac borefield and
distribute it into the Manning supply
scheme. This will add over 2,000 ML to our
secure yield and will mean that water
supplies are diversified by providing a
second water source.
The Nabiac scheme has received over $9M
in federal funding under the National
Stronger Regions fund. The scheme is
expected to be commissioned in 2018.

Long-term solutions

Currently, we stop pumping from the
Manning River when phosphorous and
turbidity levels in the river go above a
certain set point. The change will mean that
we will lower the set point for phosphorous
if the level in the dam is low.
Previously, raising the wall of Bootawa Dam
was investigated as an option to increase
water security for the Manning scheme. It
has currently been ruled as an option for
now, as it is not feasible to construct while
there is no back up supply (since the dam
has to be almost emptied in order to
construct the higher wall). Once the Nabiac
scheme is implemented, we will have a
back-up supply; however the Nabiac
scheme will initially not have the capacity to
cater for the entire Manning scheme. We
may consider raising the dam wall and
getting the most out of the existing
Bootawa Dam, utilising this existing
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Further investigations into the water
solutions of Indirect Potable Reuse and
Peg Leg Creek Dam will be undertaken
over the next five years to better
inform the long-term decision as to
how best provide water security for the
Manning scheme.
Investigations, feasibility studies and
business cases for the long-term secure
yield solutions for the Manning will be
undertaken, with a decision on the future
direction of the Manning Water Supply
Scheme to be made at the end of the five
years.

Peg Leg Creek Dam
The Peg Leg Creek Dam project was
included in the 1999 Manning District Water
Supply Augmentation Strategy prepared by
NSW Public Works. The primary purpose for
its inclusion was the potential for a 95%ile
cease to pump rule being imposed, that is,
it was included in the strategy to protect
the Manning River during low flows. This
went through significant community and
regulator
consultation
in
1999.
Subsequently, Peg Leg Creek dam was also
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included in MidCoast Water’s Sustainable
Water Cycle Management Strategy in 2008.
This solution would involve a new storage
dam being constructed at Peg Leg Creek.
Water would be pumped from the Manning
River into the dam for storage, and from
there it would then make its way to the
Bootawa water treatment plant.

The Peg Leg Creek site - off Clarkes Road,
Tinonee – was secured by MidCoast Water
as a contingency to provide another long
term option for the Manning water supply
scheme.

TABLE 11 - SUMMARY TABLE FOR PEG LEG C REEK DAM
Assumptions

Extensive environmental studies would be undertaken and any
adverse effects could be sufficiently mitigated, e.g., by operating as
a ‘translucent’ or ‘transparent’ dam where flows are released from
the dam to mimic the natural flow as much as possible.
Approval for the dam would be received from relevant authorities

Risk factors

Under Clause 37 of the ‘Water Sharing Plan for the Lower North
Coast Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources 2009’, a “water supply
work approval for a new in-river dam within these water sources on a
3rd order or higher order stream shall not be granted in the Lower
Manning River, … Water Sources.” (Water sharing plans are reviewed
every ten years and there may be opportunity to have this reviewed
at such a time.)
Potential estuarine impacts in the Manning River tidal pool, possible
adverse effects on endangered species including endangered frog
and aquatic plant species. These impacts could be mitigated by
releasing water from the dam to mimic natural flow.
Large area of land inundated – ecological impacts, possible heritage
impacts.
Lack of support from DPI Fisheries

Benefits

A large storage dam is a robust asset with a long design life
Size can be increased during design to increase secure yield

Timeframe

Commissioning would occur in 2033

Indirect Potable Reuse
This solution would involve MidCoast Water
installing 15 to 20 additional bores in the
Nabiac Inland Dune Aquifer and recharging
the aquifer with recycled water from the
Hallidays Point and Forster sewage
treatment
plants,
following
further
treatment at the Tuncurry recycled water
treatment plant. This would allow us to
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extract an additional seven million litres of
water per day.
This long term solution does not rely on
rainfall and makes use of a resource which
would otherwise be disposed of to the
environment. Indirect Potable Reuse was
popular with the community; however
there are some existing constraints. There is
currently no legislative framework in NSW
for such an IPR scheme
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TABLE 12 - SUMMARY TABLE FOR I NDIRECT POTABLE REUSE
Assumptions

Extensive environmental studies would be undertaken and any
adverse effects could be sufficiently mitigated
Legislative constraints, such as NSW Health current stance on
drinking recycled water and a lack of legislative framework in NSW,
can be overcome within the required timeframe to allow the IPR
scheme to proceed.

Risk factors

Possible environmental impacts associated with recharging the
Nabiac aquifer with recycled water.
Although community attitudes towards recycled water are
changing, there still remains a section of the community opposed
to recycle water for drinking.

Benefits

Climate independent source of water.
Sustainable use of water – water used is not wasted

Timeframe

Commissioning would occur in 2033.
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Recycling & managing effluent
MidCoast Water is committed to reducing the amount
of effluent discharged to natural areas by developing
recycled water schemes. Works to reduce stormwater
infiltration into our sewerage systems will reduce the
volumes of effluent we need to treat and will also go
towards increasing the proportion of treated effluent
reused.
MidCoast Water operates 14 sewer schemes and nine
recycled water schemes through which we recycle 25%
of our effluent. We beneficially reuse 100% of the
biosolids produced at the sewage treatment plants on
agricultural properties.
The community wants to see a higher proportion of treated effluent beneficially reused and
we will investigate the expansion of the Taree agricultural reuse scheme as well Indirect
Potable Reuse.
Improvements in network operations, such as a reduction in Sewage Treatment Plant inflow
as a result of infiltration reduction programs, will inherently increase the proportion of treated
effluent recycled. The investments in network improvements as a primary objective of the
asset management planning process will be prioritised.

Effluent Management
Schemes
We currently operate 14 sewer
schemes and the treated effluent that
is not recycled is discharged via
exfiltration, ocean release and river
release.
We plan to undertake the following effluent
management works over the coming years.
Eventual transfer of Old Bar’s treated
effluent to Taree, with some to be
reused for farm irrigation. This is
necessary as the exfiltration basins
at Old Bar are under threat of
erosion and the alternative effluent
management solutions, a new
ocean or river release, were deemed
unacceptable.
Replacement of the Gloucester
sewage treatment plant. This is
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necessary as the existing plant is
quite old, is reaching the end of its
life and uses dated treatment
technologies.
All biosolids from MidCoast Water’s sewage
treatment plants are beneficially reused on
agricultural properties.

Recycled Water Schemes
We currently operate recycled water
schemes in Taree, Wingham, Coopernook,
Lansdowne, Stroud, Harrington, Tuncurry,
Hawks Nest and Bulahdelah, with onsite
reuse at Manning Point, where we use the
recycled water to irrigate turf at the
Manning Point sewerage treatment plant.
The recycled water schemes provide water
for irrigation for farms, and public open
spaces including sports fields, golf courses
and a cemetery.
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Increased Recycling
We aim to increase the level of
recycling undertaken across our
effluent management schemes.
The level of reuse achieved over the next 30
years will depend upon the long-term
water solution chosen for the Manning
scheme. This is because, if the Indirect
Potable Reuse solution is implemented, it
would see us reusing 65% of our total
effluent.
We
are
currently
preparing
the
implementation of the Gloucester Recycled
Water Scheme which will slightly increase
the total proportion of effluent reused.
While recycling water is a fantastic way to
reduce our impact on the environment and
make use of a resource that is otherwise
wasted, there is a need to balance the cost
of constructing and operating water
recycling schemes.
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The unit costs for the three sewer scenarios
with increased levels of reuse are shown in
Figure 27. It can be seen that the cost per
million litres of the Indirect Potable Reuse
solution is significantly cheaper than the
45% reuse solution, as is the 30% reuse
solution. This is because, although the
Indirect Potable Reuse solution has
expensive upfront capital costs, it recycles a
significant volume and would increase the
total proportion recycled by 40%. In
contrast, the 45% reuse solution is very
expensive but would only increase the total
proportion recycled by 20%.
If water can be reused in an economic
viable manner then this should always
be attempted whenever possible.
Community feedback
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$1,000,000

Indirect Potable Reuse
Urban public space irrigation at Coopernook
Urban public space irrigation at Lansdowne
Urban public space irrigation at Bulahdelah
Urban public space irrigation at Gloucester
Expand urban public space irrigation at Tuncurry
Urban public space irrigation at Forster
Agricultural recycling at Bulahdelah
Agricultural recycling at Old Bar
Agricultural recycling at Lansdowne
Expand agricultural recycling at Taree

$900,000
$800,000
$700,000
$600,000

Cost
$/ML

$500,000
$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$-

30% reuse

45% reuse
Sewer Scenario

65% reuse

F IGURE 27 – COST PER MILLION LITRES FOR DIFFERENT REUSE SCENARIOS

The costs and benefits of extending our
water recycling activities will need to be
assessed in detail as plans are developed.
However, the significant unit cost of the
45% reuse sewer scenario, which involves
several agricultural and public open space
reuse schemes, means that it is not
economical to undertake.

Target
We will aim to increase the
percentage of recycling over
the next 30 years – either by
implementing an Indirect
Potable Reuse scheme or
expanding recycled water
agricultural irrigation or both
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Infiltration Reduction
We will introduce an Infiltration
reduction program to reduce
stormwater infiltration into our
sewerage systems.
During wet weather, infiltration into our
systems means that we have to treat much
more than usual at our sewage treatment
plants. In particularly leaky systems, such as
Wingham, Taree and Gloucester (the older
systems), the ratio of wet weather to dry
weather inflow can be as high as 20:1.

The higher inflows mean we need to pump
and treat more effluent which means that
our costs are higher than they otherwise
would be.
Remediation processes will consider
available technologies and evaluate their
efficiency to ensure an effective infiltration
program is implemented.

Target
We will aim to reduce
stormwater infiltration by 10%
in the Gloucester, Bulahdelah,
Taree and Wingham schemes
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Servicing small villages
We will provide sewer services to ‘at risk’ small
villages pending government funding.
The small villages that are currently listed ‘at risk’ are
Coomba Park, Nerong, Stroud Rd, Allworth, North Arm
Cove, Pindimar and Bundabah. There are a number of
small villages not included in this list which need to be
considered when reviewing potential service extensions.
The prospect for proceeding with the
provision of sewer services to these
communities relies on government subsidy
and contributions from new customers.
The households in villages that do not have
centralised water and sewer services use
their own onsite systems. Sometimes, the
onsite sewerage systems can leak untreated
effluent or raw sewage. This may be caused
by system failure or a lack of or inadequate
maintenance. The leaking effluent can have
adverse downstream effects on the
environment, which can then also lead to
health risks.
In 2000, an analysis of un-serviced
communities which have the potential to
impact
downstream
activities
was
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undertaken. This analysis included a risk
assessment which considered:
The number of existing developed
lots and their size;
The site soil conditions; and
The proximity of the existing
development
to
downstream
activities such as town water supply,
shellfish food production, aquatic
ecosystem and recreational and
agricultural uses.
Extending services comes at significant
upfront and ongoing costs.
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The following un-serviced communities were assessed:
TABLE 13 - U N -SERVICED COMMUNITIES
Greater Taree - Residential
Moorland
Johns River
Krambach
Croki
East Wingham
North East Wingham
Richie Crescent
Glenthorne
Greater Taree – Rural residential
Homestead and
Rainbow Flat
Heritage Estates
Cedar Party
Clovernook Drive
Helmich Close
Bungay Estate
Forrest Downs
Manning Waters
Abbott Road
Great Lakes - Residential
Allworth
Limeburners Creek
Wards River
Coomba Park
North Pindimar
South Pindimar
Tahlee
Carrington
Tea Gardens Industrial
Great Lakes – Rural residential
Racecourse Estate
Shearwater Estate

Mount George
Elands
Wingham Industrial
Harrington Industrial
Nabiac Rural

Crowdy Head
Oxley Island
Kookaburra Drive
Colonial Leisure Village
Sorrento Place

Kolinda Drive
Idlewoods Estate
Malcolms Road

Warwiba Road
Diamond Beach
Riverview Drive

Booral
Coolongolook
Bundabah
Nerong

Stroud Road
Wooton
North Arm Cove
Seal Rocks

Gloucester Shire Council was not amalgamated with MidCoast Water in 2000 and as such unserviced communities in the Gloucester Shire LGA including Stratford and Craven were not
part of this assessment. During reassessment of the villages, these un-serviced communities in
the Gloucester Shire will be included and reviewed.
The report from this analysis in 2000 provided a priority ranking of small villages and ‘fringe’
areas for both the Greater Taree Council and Great Lakes Council areas:
TABLE 14 - U N -SERVICED VILLAGE PRIORITY RANKING
Greater Taree Council Area
Priority Group
1
Bungay *
2
Cedar Party *
2
Crowdy Head
3
Forrest Downs *

Great Lakes Council Area
Priority Group
1
Coomba Park
1
North Arm Cove
1
Stroud Road
2
Allworth
2
Shearwater
3
North Pindimar
3
South Pindimar
3
Bundabah
3
Nerong
* Rural residential development does not qualify for state government subsidy. Bungay Estate was reported to
Council in June 2012 as no longer requiring a sewerage scheme as the costs exceeded the benefits. Other rural
residential development requires a similar review.
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A number of residential urban ‘fringe’ areas
such as Glenthorne, Kookaburra Drive, etc.
were connected to sewerage between
2001 and 2009. The remaining urban fringe
areas are the industrial areas at Tea Gardens,
Harrington and Wingham which are all
currently
under
consideration
for
reticulated sewerage.
From 2003 to 2005 the options for servicing
the villages were further developed with
cost estimates for each option prepared. In
2009 Crowdy Head was provided with
reticulated sewerage with 25% subsidy from
the NSW government.
Other options for the small villages also
need to be considered, as it is not just
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matter of either providing the villages with
water and sewer services or not. For
example, improving the existing onsite
sewerage systems would help to reduce
leaks and the subsequent environmental
and health effects.

Target
We will provide sewer service
to priority small villages by
2045 pending government
subsidy.
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Sustainability
Sustainability is a part of everything we do – from
sourcing water to disposing of treated effluent to our
everyday operations and practices.
We are always striving to improve the management of
our resources to increase efficiency and sustainability. It is
embedded in the way we do things.
In addition to our recycling of effluent and biosolids; we
use solar panels for energy where it is costs effective and
sustainable to do so; we ensure we abide by our Water
Sharing Plans so that we maintain environmental flows in
our rivers; we are involved in catchment management
activities; and we fund bio-banking or carbon offset
projects.
We also undertake Triple Bottom Line analyses of options when decisions need to be made to
ensure that we have considered the environmental, social and economic aspects of each
option, and to ensure that the most effective solution has been selected based on costbenefit and that the decision is a sustainable one.

Over the coming years we will endeavour
to:
Reduce
overall
energy
consumption
and
carbon
footprint – e.g., by the use of solar
panels and continuing carbon offset
works
Reduce the volume of stormwater
getting into the sewer systems
that subsequently has to be treated
at our sewage treatment plants.
Increase operational efficiency –
We will continue to improve the
efficiency of our operations and
compliance with best management
guidelines and regulations.
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Water Sharing Plans
To balance the competing needs of the
environment and water users and preserve
water resources in river and groundwater
systems for the long term, water sharing
plans are in place across most of New South
Wales. Water sharing plans establish rules
for
sharing
water
between
the
environmental needs of the river or aquifer
and water users, and also between different
types of water use such as town supply,
rural domestic supply, stock watering,
industry and irrigation.
Water sharing plans have commenced for
the Karuah River (Stroud Water Supply) and
the Lower North Coast Unregulated and
Alluvial Water Sources which includes the
Lower
Barrington/Gloucester
Rivers
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(Gloucester Water Supply), Crawford River
(Bulahdelah Water Supply), and the Lower
Manning River (Manning Water Supply).
MidCoast Water is currently exempt from
the water sharing rules for the Lower
Manning River until augmentation of the
‘Manning Headworks’ is complete. This
means that once the long term water
security solution (Indirect Potable Reuse or
Peg Leg Creek Dam) is put in place, beyond
2030, we will need to adhere to the water
sharing plan and stop pumping from the
river earlier than we do now, i.e., stop
pumping from the river at higher flows than
we do now.
This will mean more flow for the river
and more sustainable river extraction
practices.
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WHERE TO FROM HERE?
The draft Integrated Water Cycle Management Plan ‘Our Water Our Future’ will be
placed on public display until the end of February 2016.
Feedback from the community will be
considered and incorporated into the final
Our Water Our Future. It will then be
adopted by our council.
MidCoast Water is currently in the process
of improving our asset management
strategy and developing asset class
management plans. The outcomes of Our
Water Our Future will provide inputs to the
asset management plans. Further, greater
detail of asset reliability, condition and
criticality will inform detailed investigations
into the Our Water Our Future strategy
initiatives and the next iteration of the
Integrated Water Cycle Management
strategy.
It is important to note that Our Water Our
Future is an adaptable strategy and will
undergo regular review.
The projects and solutions included in Our
Water Our Future are strategic in nature and
are indicative to provide our community
and regulators with a picture of the
preferred strategic direction in water
management for the Greater Taree, Great
Lakes and Gloucester Shire areas. Any
individual project will be subject to an
options assessment and a business case, as
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well as value management, generation of
detailed
engineering
concepts,
environmental assessment, and more
detailed benefit cost analysis before it is
committed to proceed. Further community
and regulator consultation and approval
will be required on these projects, or
alternative projects if the detailed
investigations identified above identify a
superior alternative option.
Ongoing consultation
Community consultation is an integral part
of a strategy such as this one. It is an
ongoing process which will inform the
decisions that are yet to be made. Over the
coming years, we will be talking to our
community and stakeholders about the
long term solution for the Manning
scheme; that is whether a new dam or an
Indirect Potable Reuse scheme should be
implemented. We will also be continuing
the discussions on servicing small villages.
The community will be invited again to
participate in our future surveys and
consultation activities. It is important that
our community is engaged and has a say in
the future direction of water management
in our area.
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Key performance indicators and targets
The previous iteration of Our Water Our Future specified key performance indicators
and targets. This strategy review has re-examined these targets which will be used to
measure our success in implementing our Integrated Water Cycle Management strategy.
The revised and additional targets can be seen in Table 15, as well as the previous targets and
the results for the past four financial years. Most of the targets have not been adjusted;
however some required adjustments based on recent information and data. For example, the
total water extraction target (WC6) has been revised down, even from the 2036 target, due to
population predictions being lower than they were during preparation of the previous
strategy.
The additional targets that were set out throughout this strategy have also been added to the
table.
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TABLE 15 - KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND TARGETS FOR ASSESSING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR WATER OUR FUTURE
Target
Performance indicator

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Interim
2016

2036 *

Ultimate
2045

WC
WC1
WC2
WC3
WC4
WC5

WATER CONSERVATION
Residential Property Consumption (kL/yr/ET)
Commercial Property Consumption (kL/yr)
Industrial Property Consumption (kL/yr)
Public Consumption (kL/yr)
Institutional Consumption (kL/yr)

186
630
2,186
412
301

162
704
2,059
411
456

171
798
2,038
488
414

160
706
2,114
422
368

180
770
3,000
390
410

175
750
3,000
390
400

160
750
3,000
390
400

WC6

Total water extraction (ML/yr)

7,663

8,128

8,664

8,371

9,100

13400 #1

12800 #1

CS
CS1
CS2
CS3

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Drinking water compliance (physical)
Drinking water compliance (bacteriological)
Drinking water compliance (chemical)

97.4
99.7
92.7

99.2
99.4
97.3

98.6
99.7
99.0

96.7
100.0
99.8

99
100
99

100
100
100

100
100
100

CS4

Water supply service complaints/1000 customers

0.9

0.9

1.0

30

10

10

1.2

1.1

2.0

N/A at this
time
N/A at this
time

12

9

9

N/A

N/A

97.0

N/A

90

95

95

N/A

N/A

97.0

N/A

90

95

95

40

34

34

24

50

730

-

40

74

108

132

182

-

730

34

34

39

28

40

180

180

CS5
CS6
CS7
WR
WR1

WR2

Sewerage service complaints - interruptions/1000
customers
Customer satisfaction (water service) - source biennial
survey
Customer satisfaction (sewerage service) - biennial
survey
WATER RESOURCE SECURITY & DIVERSITY
Residential savings resulting from rainwater rebate
(ML/yr)
Residential savings resulting from rainwater rebate
(cumulative ML/yr) #2
Non-residential savings resulting from rainwater rebate
(ML/yr)
Number of smart water rebates per year
Number of rainwater tank smart water rebates per year
Install smart meters in one scheme or sub-scheme (to
reduce demand by 5%)
Audit top 30 water users to reduce water use (no. of
customers audited)
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800
25
1 scheme
30
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Target

WR3

Performance indicator
Reduce leakage for the Gloucester and Manning water
supply schemes (% of total water supplied
Effluent recycled for irrigation (ML/yr)
Effluent recycled for irrigation (%)

E
E1
E2
E4a
E4b
E4

#3

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT
Effluent loads released to waterways/groundwater (t
Total P + N + BOD + SS)
Effluent released to waterways/groundwater (ML/yr)
Electricity GHG emissions (tCO2e)
Sequestration through plantations (tCO2e)
Nett electricity GHG emissions (tCO2e)

E5

Develop environmental services model

E6

Catchment Environmental services expenditure ($k/yr)
Catchment Environmental services – average turbidity in
rivers
Biosolids recycling
Reduce stormwater infiltration by 10% in the Gloucester,
Bulahdelah, Taree and Wingham schemes
SOCIAL BENEFIT
Average residential water service bill ($/yr)
Average residential sewerage service bill ($/yr)
Contribution to community services ($k/yr)

E9

S
S1
S2
S3
S4

Water restrictions not more than 20% reduction in usage
and not more than 5% of time

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Interim
2016

2036 *

Ultimate
2045
<10%

282

841

1,297

885

3,000

#1

NA

4

13

24

13

38

77

66

54

80

73

#4

#4

6,822
15,910
2,800
12,884

5,518
15,889
2,800
13,089

4,026
16,246
2,800
13,446

5,856
15,503
2,800
12,703

4,900

#4
0

#4
0

Catchment
plan
completed

Catchment
plan
completed

Catchment
plan
completed

Catchment
plan
completed

Model
implementation

Model
implementation

Model
implementation

712

607

481

488

350

350

>30% #4

10,000

decreasing
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
90% of 2015
infiltration

480
884
290

531
920
390

547
920
91

565
948
232

697
954
230

711
900
230

#5
#5
230

Compliance

Compliance

Water
restrictions
applied

Compliance

Compliance

Compliance

Compliance

Notes
* The 2036 target is from the previous Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategy
#1 Based on growth assumptions
#2 This target is a new version of the WR1 target with cumulative annual volumes to be reported (as the original intention of the target was to report in this
manner)
#3 This new target is similar to WR3 but expresses recycled effluent as a percentage of total rather than a volume.
#4 Depends on success of WR3, reducing water demand and selected long-term water solution for the Manning scheme (IPR or new dam)
#5 Depends on selected long-term sewer solution and water solution for the Manning scheme (IPR or new dam)
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Our Water Our Future Implementation Plan
TABLE 16 – IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
No.

Action

Scheme
Coopernook Sewer
Forster Sewer

Sewer

3

Liaise with agricultural property owners at Coopernook for reinstatement of
irrigation with recycled water
Investigate performance of SPS GP01 and SM04 when operating together,
consider controls to ensure they do not run simultaneously
Investigate performance and need for upgrade of SPS PP07

Water /
sewer /
mutual
Sewer

Forster Sewer

Sewer

4

Investigate cause of wet weather surcharges in Macintosh St Forster

Forster Sewer

Sewer

5

Investigate performance and need for upgrade of SPS GL03

Gloucester Sewer

Sewer

6

Investigate performance of SPS HP05 (overflow issues)

Sewer

7

Renegotiate Harrington STP licence limits with EPA

Hallidays Point
Sewer
Harrington Sewer

8

Commission recycled water to Myall Park in Hawks Nest

Hawks Nest Sewer

Sewer

9

Negotiate Dawson STP volume limit (during flood events) with EPA

Taree Sewer

Sewer

10

Investigate performance and need for upgrade of SPS TI04

Taree Sewer

Sewer

11

Investigate performance and need for upgrade of SPS TA17, constrained by
downstream SPS TA20
Investigate performance and need for upgrade of SPS TA12, constrained by
downstream SPS TA11
Ensure that system downstream of SPS WG05 is assessed prior to upgrade of
pumps
Upgrade of Gloucester WTP

Taree Sewer

Sewer

Taree Sewer

Sewer

Wingham Sewer

Sewer

Gloucester Water

Water

Ensure that the operational procedure to assist water treatment plant
operators to manage algal growth in the Stroud off stream storage is
implemented
Investigate and implement options to address algal growth at Dawson STP duckweed, mixers and other options to be considered.
Commission Nabiac Water Supply Scheme

Stroud Water

Water

Taree Sewer

Sewer

Manning Water

Water

1
2

12
13
14
15
16
19
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Sewer

Responsibility

Target
Date

Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Regulation &
Compliance
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Regulation &
Compliance
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment

2016

Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development

2017

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

2018
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No.

Action

Scheme

20

Construct replacement Gloucester STP

Gloucester Sewer

Water /
sewer /
mutual
Sewer

17

Construct 50 ML sedimentation lagoon at Gloucester WTP

Gloucester Water

Water

18

Construct 100 ML off-stream storage at Stroud

Stroud Water

Water

21

Review risk assessment of unserviced villages and include Gloucester Shire
LGA
Undertake water audits on the top 30 water users to help them to reduce
their water use
Develop contingency plans for emergency situations - for all schemes

All schemes

Mutual

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

Strengthen partnerships with councils in catchment area with respect to
catchment management, including Tamworth and Walcha councils)
Develop and calibrate hydraulic models for all water supply networks

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

Gloucester Water

Water

27

Implement improvements to the Gloucester Water Distribution System - new
reservoir(s) to replace most booster pumps
Investigate Indirect Potable Reuse option for Manning Scheme

Manning Water

Water

28

Continue investigation of Peg Leg Creek option for Manning Scheme

Manning Water

Water

29

Make decision on long term water solution for the Manning Scheme

Manning Water

Water

30

Develop and/or update concept plans for water and sewer for small villages

All schemes

31

Develop plan for assets at risk of loss due to sea level rise and storm surges

All schemes

32

Review Integrated Water Cycle Management Plan

All schemes

Water
and
Sewer
Water
and
Sewer
Mutual

33

Construct transfer for effluent from Old Bar to Dawson

Old Bar Sewer

Sewer

34

Construct 100 ML off-stream storage at Bulahdelah

Bulahdelah Water

Water

35

If Indirect Potable Reuse is not selected, then expand agricultural reuse in
Taree to increase total percentage of effluent recycled to 30%
Construct Pacific Palms STP

Taree Sewer

Sewer

Forster Sewer

Sewer

22
23
24
25
26

36
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Responsibility

Target
Date

Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Executive Manager Service
Delivery
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Group Manager Planning &
Development

2019

Group Manager Engineering,
Assets & Science

2020

Group Manager Planning &
Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development

2023

2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

2023
2023
2025
2030
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No.

Action

Scheme

37

Construct long term water solution for the Manning Scheme

Manning Water

Water /
sewer /
mutual
Water

38

Manning Water

Water

39

Adhere to Water Sharing Plan environmental flow rules once augmentation of
Manning Scheme has occurred
Construct 50 ML off-stream storage at Stroud

40

Construct 250 ML off-stream storage at Gloucester

Gloucester Water

Water

41

Construct 50 ML off-stream storage at Bulahdelah (needs to be reassessed to
determine need closer to date)
Install smart meters across one of our schemes or sub-schemes as a trial to
reduce demand for that scheme by 5%
Liaise with local councils and investigate options for stormwater harvesting for
irrigation of public open spaces
Fund catchment management works with at least $350,000 each year

Bulahdelah Water

Water

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

Implement changes to management of Bootawa Dam - changes to
phosphorous constraint
Reduce leakage to less than 10% of total water supplied for the Gloucester
and Manning water supply schemes by 2045
Investigate and implement pressure reduction where beneficial

Manning Water

Water

Gloucester and
Manning Water
Gloucester and
Manning Water
Gloucester and
Manning Water
Gloucester,
Bulahdelah, Taree
and Wingham sewer
schemes
All sewer schemes

Water

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Continue pipe replacement in Gloucester and Manning schemes

Responsibility

Target
Date

Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager
Infrastructure Development
Executive Manager Service
Delivery
Group Manager Planning &
Development
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Engineering,
Assets & Science
Section Leader - Response,
Operations & Maintenance

2030

Sewer

Section Leader Construction

Ongoing

All sewer schemes

Sewer

Ongoing

All sewer schemes

Sewer

Section Leader - Response,
Operations & Maintenance
Section Leader - Response,
Operations & Maintenance
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Section Leader - Response,
Operations & Maintenance

Ongoing

Stroud Water

Water
Water

49

Reduce stormwater infiltration by 10% in the Gloucester, Bulahdelah, Taree
and Wingham schemes - implement infiltration reduction program

50

52

When replacing manholes in all schemes, ensure that these are tested
for watertightness - use contractor's standards
When undertaking maintenance on manholes in all schemes, ensure
that these are tested for watertightness - use contractor's standards
Investigate and implement successful methods of reducing infiltration

53

Reduce overall energy consumption

All schemes

Mutual

54

Continue to investigate ways to reduce energy use - solar panels,
pump efficiency

All schemes

55

Ensure that all pump drop test results are recorded and made available to staff
via asset management system

All sewer schemes

Water
and
Sewer
Sewer

51
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Sewer

2030
2035
2037
2043
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045
2045

Ongoing
2045
Ongoing
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No.

Action

Scheme

56

Support education and awareness of impacts of wet wipes in sewer systems

All sewer schemes

Water /
sewer /
mutual
Sewer

57

Provide >800 residential smart water rebates each year to help those
households reduce their water use by at least 10%
Provide at least 25 rainwater tank rebates each year to help those households
reduce their water use by approximately 10%
Continue to be involved and informed on issues around coal seam gas and
mining impacts.
Investigate and rectify instrument and measurement discrepancies, including
regular calibration
Continue to improve the efficiency of our operations, and compliance with
best management guidelines and regulations.

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

All water schemes

Water

All schemes

Ensure bridge pipework assets are inspected annually

All schemes

Water
and
Sewer
Water
and
Sewer

58
59
60
61
62
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Responsibility

Target
Date

Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment
Section Leader Customer
Service
Section Leader Customer
Service
Group Manager Regulation &
Compliance
Group Manager Engineering,
Assets & Science
Group Manager Catchment &
Treatment

Ongoing

Group Manager Engineering,
Assets & Science

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
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GLOSSARY
IWCM
LOS
EMP
DWQMP
STP
WTP
EP
ET
NRW
ADWF
PDWF
PWWF
PRG
WSUD
TRB
IPR
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Integrated Water Cycle Management
Levels of Service
Environmental Management Plan
Drinking Water Quality Management Plan
Sewerage Treatment Plant
Water Treatment Plant
Equivalent Population
Equivalent Tenement
Non-Revenue Water
Average Dry Weather Flow
Peak Dry Weather Flow
Peak Wet Weather Flow
Project Reference Group
Water Sensitive Urban Design
Typical Residential Bill
Indirect Potable Reuse
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Appendix 1 – Issues identified during the strategy review
process
Issue
No.
2.1

Potential Issue

Issue Category
Strategic

2.4

Non-residential water usage (Public) - is above MidCoast
Water target levels.
Non-residential water usage (Institutional) - is above
MidCoast Water target levels
Water savings from rainwater tanks is below target value

2.6

Sustainable effluent management

Strategic

2.7

Infiltration into the sewerage network

Strategic

2.8

Strategic

3.7

Typical residential bill is above the national median for
similar sized water utilities
MidCoast Water does not have a single document that
satisfies the NSW Office of Water's requirements for a
Strategic Business Plan
Bulahdelah EPA Non-Compliance

3.13

Gloucester STP Capacity and Technology

Strategic

3.14

Gloucester Recycled Water Scheme

Strategic

3.15

Influent Flow Increases at Harrington

Strategic

3.16

Peak holiday period influent Flow Increases at Hawks Nest

Strategic/Operational

3.17

Pipework Condition

Strategic/Operational

3.18

Old Bar STP EPA Non-Compliance

Strategic

3.20

Strategic

3.21

Outstanding Section 60 approval for the Tea Gardens
Water Treatment Plant
Target levels of service are not clearly defined

3.22

Un-serviced villages

Strategic

4.1

Strategic

4.2

MidCoast Water catchments extend across local
government boundaries
Region is prone to episodes of drought and flood

4.3

Climate variability - temperature

Strategic

4.4

Climate variability - rainfall

Strategic

4.5

Risk of asset loss due to sea level rise and storm surges

Strategic

4.6

Reduced asset life due to corrosion

Strategic/Operational

4.7

Unserviced communities in flood prone land

Strategic/Operational

4.8

Coal seam gas activities in the catchment

Strategic

4.9

Strategic

4.11

River water highly turbid and high in nutrients in all
catchments
Unsealed public roads

4.14

Asset condition - Ravenshaw Street reservoir Gloucester

Strategic/Operational

4.15

Booster pumps required to maintain Gloucester town
water supply pressure
Ageing Gloucester water treatment plant lacking
automation
Manning Water Supply Scheme clean water pumping

Strategic/Operational

2.2

3.1

4.16
4.17
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Strategic
Strategic

Strategic
Strategic/Operational

Strategic

Strategic/Operational

Strategic

Strategic/Operational
Strategic/Operational
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window
4.18

Capacity of waste water system at Bootawa Dam water
treatment plant
Condition of trunk main located on the bridge to service
Hawks Nest
The un-serviced communities in the Gloucester LGA have
not been assessed
Anaerobic discharges into the Forster STP from the Pacific
Palms
Potential odour issues to the properties adjoining the
Forster STP
Gloucester STP is approaching its capacity

Strategic/Operational

Strategic/Operational

6.6

Leakage from the Gloucester Water Supply Scheme is
close to unacceptable limits
Increased Leakage in the Manning Water Supply System

7.1

Ability to meet the 5/10/10 water security rule

Strategic

7.3

Bulahdelah secure yield

Strategic

7.4

Gloucester secure yield

Strategic

7.5

Manning secure yield

Strategic

7.6

Stroud secure yield

Strategic

2.3

Drinking water compliance - physical

Operational

2.5

Operational

3.3

Delay with the commissioning of the Myall Park recycled
water scheme
pH non-compliance in the extremities of the Manning
Water Supply Reticulation Network
THMs non-compliance at Hawks Nest Reticulation Site

3.4

Stroud Copper Pipe Pitting and pH compliance issues

Operational

3.5

Gloucester pH Non-Compliance Issues

Operational

3.6

North Karuah E.Coli Detection

Operational

3.8

Bulahdelah Rainwater Infiltration into sewerage

Operational

3.9

Coopernook STP process during wet weather

Operational

3.10

Coopernook Faecal Coliforms Non-Compliance

Operational

3.11

Dawson STP Volume Exceedance

Operational

3.12

Dawson STP pH Non-Compliance

Operational

3.19

Wingham sewer gravity pipework capacity

Operational

4.10

Sediment and nutrient levels in surface water source

Operational

4.12

Operational challenges at the Bulahdelah water treatment
plant due to highly variable raw water quality in the
Crawford River
Operational challenges at the Gloucester water treatment
plant due to variable raw water in the Barrington River
High nutrient levels in the Karuah River

Operational

High unaccounted water use in the Hawks Nest/Tea
Gardens area
Sewer treatment plant process difficulties during high
holiday loading at Hawks Nest/Tea Gardens
High storm water infiltration into the Gloucester sewer

Operational

4.21
4.23
4.24
4.25
4.27
6.4

3.2

4.13
4.19
4.20
4.22
4.26
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Strategic/Operational
Strategic
Strategic
Strategic
Strategic

Strategic/Operational

Operational
Operational

Operational
Operational

Operational
Operational
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network
6.1

Bulahdelah WTP inflow and outflow flowmeter
discrepancies
Inconsistencies between amount of water supplied and
amount sourced for the Bulahdelah Water Supply Scheme
Data is inconsistent between the amount of water
supplied and sourced for the Gloucester Water Supply
Scheme
Data Errors in Manning Valley Water Supply System Pump
Station bulk flow meter data
Inconsistencies between amount of water supplied and
amount sourced in the Stroud Water Supply Scheme
Inconsistencies between amount of water supplied and
amount sourced for Tea Gardens Water Supply Scheme
Communications issues in Bulahdelah catchment 3

Operational

Operational

6.11

Coopernook sewerage scheme experiences above design
wet weather flows in all catchments
SPS CO02 pumps are operating below design flow

6.12

SPS CO03 pumps are operating below design flow

Operational

6.13

Limited capacity at Bulahdelah to expand effluent reuse
scheme
Low % of total effluent reused at Coopernook

Operational

Operational

6.16

Process disruptions at Coopernook STP during and after
wet weather
Asset capacity - SPS TI04

6.17

Asset capacity - SPS TA17

Operational

6.18

Asset capacity - SPS TA12

Operational

6.19

SPS GP01 & SM04 pump efficiency

Operational

6.20

Potential for solid build-up in rising main from SPS PP07

Operational

6.21

Asset capacity - SPS PP07

Operational

6.22

Risk to public health/environment

Operational

6.23

Asset Condition - SPS FO18

Operational

6.24

Asset Condition Data – Forster Sewerage Scheme

Operational

6.25

Asset capacity – SPS GL03

Operational

6.26

Asset capacity – SPS HP05

Operational

6.27

PWWF has exceeded Bulahdelah Sewerage Scheme
Capacity
Water network model

Operational

6.2
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10

6.14
6.15

7.2
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Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

Operational

Operational

Operational

Operational
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Appendix 2 – Components of the Base Scenario
Build measures
Off-stream storages at Bulahdelah, Stroud and Gloucester to improve the secure yield of these
water supply schemes
The commissioning of the Nabiac Inland Dune Aquifer Water Supply System which will provide
an alternate and additional water source for the existing Manning scheme.
Replacement of the Gloucester Sewage Treatment Plant
Upgrade of the Gloucester Water Treatment Plant
Improvements to the Gloucester Water Distribution System
Eventual transfer of Old Bar’s treated effluent to Taree, with some to be reused for farm irrigation.
This is necessary as the exfiltration basins at Old Bar are under threat of erosion and the
alternative effluent management solutions, a new ocean or river release, were deemed
unacceptable.
Infiltration reduction program to reduce stormwater infiltration into the sewerage systems
Non-build measures
Demand management measures. MidCoast Water is committed to reducing demand as far as
practicable and there are many options available that can help to achieve this.

-

Smart meters to help reduce leaks and reduce demand slightly
Changes to pricing including tariff pricing
Behavioural change programs
The targeting of high water users to help them reduce demand
Continuation of the smart water rebate scheme including rebates for
rainwater tanks.
Community education on the efficient use of water and ways to reduce
household and business demand.

Leakage management program for the water schemes to reduce the volume of water lost due to
leaks.
Continuation of existing recycling schemes
A reduced level of service (the risk of longer and more frequent water restrictions) during the
period up until the long-term water security solution is delivered.

-

-

-

For the Manning Scheme, this will mean a shortfall in secure yield of
approximately 1 GL, once the Nabiac Scheme is commissioned, or 12% of
annual demand. The shortfall is the difference between the annual
demand and the calculated secure yield. The implications are that, in the
worst case scenario such as a severe drought, we would not be able to
supply water without ‘breaking’ the 5-10-10 rule. That is, we would need
to implement water restrictions for longer than 5% of the time, more
often than 10% of years and/or require a reduction in water use greater
than 10%.
For the Bulahdelah, Stroud and Gloucester schemes, the situation would
be similar, in that until off stream storage is constructed, there would be
shortfall between secure yield and demand.
Contingency plans will be required for emergency situations and these
plans will be developed. This may involve planning for a temporary
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emergency desalination unit for the Manning Scheme.
Continuing to improve the efficiency of our operations, and compliance with best management
guidelines and regulations.
Working on improving source water quality by working in our catchments, which includes
continuing to be at the table on issues around coal seam gas and mining impacts.
Change to operation and management of Bootawa Dam (relaxed phosphorous constraint).
Liaising with councils on stormwater harvesting for irrigation options.
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Appendix 3 – Summary of feedback received on the Draft
Integrated Water Cycle Management Strategy
Date
received

From

Feedback

MidCoast
Water Ref

Action

05-Jan-16

Coomba
Park

When will Coomba
Park receive town
water and sewer?

A543233

Replied by email pointing to relevant
section of OWOF and explaining that the
schemes are funding dependent.

15-Feb-16

Bundabah

Supporting sewer
connection for
Bundabah

A548001

Replied thanking them for their feedback

22-Feb-16

Elands

Suggests that MCW
should consider
including in the Plan
further investigations
into the possible
health impacts of the
fluoridation of the
water supply

B505766

Replied thanking them for their feedback
and directing them to NSW Health
website for more information on fluoride
in water supplies.

22-Feb-16

North
Pindimar

Supporting water and
sewer for Pindimar
and surrounds,
sceptical about future
connection

A548903

Replied thanking them for their feedback

24-Feb-16

DPI Water

Refer to email

B505838

Replied with responses to each point.
Amended Table 11 of the Draft IWCM to
reflect DPI Water's specific concerns
regarding Peg Leg Creek.
Amended Section 7.2.6.1 of Chapter 7 to
correct on error regarding the water
sharing plan.
Amended page 54 of the Draft IWCM to
say “Once the Nabiac scheme is
implemented, we will have a back-up
supply; however the Nabiac scheme will
initially not have the capacity to cater for the
entire Manning scheme. We may consider
raising the dam wall and getting the most
out of the existing Bootawa Dam, utilising
this existing footprint to mitigate further
ecological impacts where possible.”

26-Feb-16

DPI Water

Refer to email

A549636

Replied with responses to each point.
Amended Table 11 of the Draft IWCM to
reflect DPI Water's specific concerns
regarding Peg Leg Creek. The relevant
section in Chpater 10 was also amended.
Amended page 54 of the Draft IWCM to
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Date
received

From

Feedback

MidCoast
Water Ref

Action
say “Once the Nabiac scheme is
implemented, we will have a back-up
supply; however the Nabiac scheme will
initially not have the capacity to cater for the
entire Manning scheme. We may consider
raising the dam wall and getting the most
out of the existing Bootawa Dam, utilising
this existing footprint to mitigate further
ecological impacts where possible.”

26-Feb-16

North
Arm Cove

IWCM Strategy 2015

Proposes alternate
solution for providing
sewer to North Arm
Cove

A549498

Replied thanking them for their feedback
and alternate solutions
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